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FOREWORD

This report is an unedited version of the doctoral thesis of
John D. DeTreville. His research represents further results of continuing
investigations by staff members of the M.I.T. Electronic Systems Laboratory
of techniques for computer-assisted layout of newspaper pages, including
layout of both display advertising and news items.

In an earlier doctoral thesis, Dr. Hsin-Kuo Kan presented an approach
to automated news layout which utilizes a library of a priori layouts
called "templates". He developed a special graphic language that permits
template descriptions to be independent of news-item dimensions, thereby
minimizing the size of the computer-stored template library. A compre-
hensive report describing computer-assisted display ads and news layout
based on Dr. Kan's techniques has been published.*

In his research, Dr. DeTreville sought a layout method that would
eliminate need for a computer-stored template library of layouts. His
technique consists of an ad hoc generation of a series of candidate (legal)
layout templates for each page of news. A search of legal templates for
a page is then made to determine which among them will yield a layout for
the specific news itemsassigned to the page. The final layout is chosen
from the several possibilities. Since, in general, the number of legal
templates is far too large to be tested in toto, a search strategy is
necessary in order to find acceptable layouts quickly through partial
testing. In his thesis, Dr. DeTreville examines the merits of several
search strategies and draws conclusions about their relative effective-
ness. In contrast to Kan's approach, which is built upon a manual
formation of templates and a graphic-language description of them,
DeTreville's layout algorithms rely on an analytical technique in which
templates are generated from solutions to simultaneous inequalities.

As a result of our research in computer-assisted newspaper layout,
we recognize that automating the newspaper-layout process poses a major
challenge. Clearly, fresh new approaches that go beyond simply automating
traditional manual procedures are needed in order to meet, simultaneously,
requirements for cost effectiveness, speed, variety, and aesthetically
pleasing layouts. We offer, as two possibilities, the approaches of Kan
and DeTreville and hope these will serve as stimuli for others. More
research and evaluation are needed before a complete operational computer-
ized layout system can be postulated with confidence.

J. Francis Reintjes
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Donald R. Knudson
Staff Member
Electronic Systems Laboratory

* J. Francis Reintjes, Donald R. Knudson, and Hsin-Kuo Kan, "Computer-
Assisted Layout of Newspapers", ESL-R-778, Electronic Systems Laboratory,
M.I.T., December, 1977.
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ABSTRACT

Although many operations in newspaper production are being rapidly
automated, the operation of laying out news items on the individual pages
remains labor-intensive and time-consuming. This thesis presents an approach
to the design of algorithms for performing this operation automatically.

The news layout problem, which is to produce a page layout given a
numerical definition of the news items, is divided into two parts. The first part
produces a template, which is an abstraction of a layout. The second part,
producing a layout from the template, can be accomplished by generating a set
of analytical layout equations from the template. Their solution, if any,
corresponds to a layout based on the template.

The problem of generating a suitable series of templates from the original
problem is made easier by. the development of a template grammar, which
defines the set of legal templates. From the generative form of. the grammar,
all legal templates can be generated incrementally, although they are far too
numerous for all of them to be tested individually for correspondence to a
layout. Instead, an analogy with game-playing programs leads to the concept of
a layout tree, which is to be searched for templates corresponding to layouts.
Intermediate nodes in the tree correspond to partial templates.

Various search strategies are examined, and it is concluded that the most
effective of these is a breadth-first search modified to consider a very limited
number of nodes at each ply. These nodes are selected on a semi-random
basis, with the selection biased toward partial templates whose corresponding
partial layout equations indicate that they are relatively likely to be successful.

Testing of this approach indicates that it can produce layouts of quality
comparable to layouts found on inside pages of current newspapers, but
requiring less human time and effort.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1 Background

The use of computers in newspaper offices has increased rapidly within the
last decade. Computers are now used to capture copy typed in at terminals
locally and by wire services, to recall and edit the copy later, to make up
pages of the paper interactively, to drive photocompositors, and to perform

many other functions. Extensive use of computers helps to reduce the lead
time required for newspaper production, thereby allowing the inclusion of

later-breaking news, as well as reducing costs and improving the quality of

production.

One of the newspaper production operations that has been partially
computerized is that of page layout Each page of the newspaper contains

some combination of stories and pictures and ads; the problem is to find a
layout which specifies where they are to be placed on the page. When this

task is performed by hand, a layout person uses pencil and paper to produce a
page dummy such as the one shown in Figure 1-1.

An approach which has been used in computerizing page layout is to

replace the piece of paper with a display screen and the pencil with a light
pen. This is the approach currently used in commercially available systems, as
well as in the once-proposed NSDG system [NSDG 73J'

A computer implementation of some facet of newspaper production can be
judged successful to the extent that it allows the computer to perform a task

formerly requiring human effort, and allows it to do so either faster or better
than the person. Using such a criterion, we can judge the "scratch-pad"

1. References inside brackets are listed in the References section at the end of the
report.
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Background

implementation of news layout to be inherently unattractive on both counts,
since the layout person will do essentially the same work as-in the manual
case, and will take essentially the same amount of time doing It, but now

requires a computer to drive the display.

Another approach would be for the computer to produce page layouts

automatically. In such a system, the layout person would Instruct the system to
lay out each of the pages of the paper, in turn. It might still be necessary or

desirable for the layout person to lay out some pages by hand, such as the
front page, but it should be possible for the less-important and less-demanding

inside pages to be laid out mechanically. Such a procedure would have the

advantage of greatly reducing the amount of human effort required for page

layout by having the computer be able to do most of the work.

Layout persons normally divide the problem of page layout into two

separate problems: ad layout and news layout. This approach has been found

practical because of the different nature of the layout problems for ads and for
news. Since the set of ads to be included in the newspaper is typically known

long before the set of stories and pictures, the ads are laid out first; this

involves decisions on the size of the edition (the greater the number of ads,

then typically the greater the number of pages), the size of each of the

departments, and the assignment of ads to the pages coupled with the

placement of the ads on each individual page.

A computer program for ad layout was designed by Kan [Kan 73]. His
program took as inputs the set of ads to appear in the edition, along with a

policy file defining the rules to be used in laying out the ads. This program

made a decision on the size of the edition and on the assignment of ads to
pages, and produced as its output an ad layout for each page. Tests of this
approach in an operating newspaper environment [Elkin 74] showed that it was

able to produce layouts of comparable quality to those produced by the

- 13 -Introduction
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newspaper staff, and in significantly less time and with far fewer manual steps

required The ad layouts produced were of the single-pyramid or double-

pyramid style, identified as the style most used by newspapers and the style

most acceptable to them. Examples of this style are shown in Figure 1-2. All

of the ad layouts in the figure are single-pyramid except the last, which is

double-pyramid.

After ad layout has been completed, each page not totally taken up by ads

- 14 -

Figure 1-2. Examples of
Styles.
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2. Although fewer manual steps were required, it was still possible to override any
decision made by the layout program, on an interactive basis. This ability was judged a
necessity for any such program to be acceptable for use at actual newspaper offices.
Ideally, the necessity for such interactions should be kept as small as possible.
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has some empty space; this space is called the newshole. For each of the
departments of the paper (e.g., News, Editorial, Arts, Sports), the sum of the
sizes of the newsholes represents the budget for the department. Generally,
there will be more items available for each of the departments than the budget
will allow. The next step in a computerized layout system has been identified

[Longtin 72, Reintjes 77] as that of story assignment, in which each page is
assigned some set of items3 out of the items available for that department.

The sum of the areas of. the items assigned to a given page will not exceed the
size of the newshole on that page, and will usually be significantly less,
because of the discrete sizes of the items. It is reasonable to expect the sum
of the areas of the items to represent approximately 95% of the space

available in the newshole. The presence of a margin between the actual

amount of space needed for the items and the amount of space available makes
it easier to produce layouts, since it does not require the items in the layout to
fit together exactly, but only within the specified margin. The difference will
be made up in the final layout either through the use of white space between

items, or through the use of leading to increase the inter-line spacing in text
(The term "leading" derives from the hot-type method of inserting lead strips

between lines of text.)

After story assignment has been performed, each page can be laid out
separately. This process involves positioning each item assigned to the page
within the newshole in a manner which is in accordance with established
newspaper policy for acceptable layouts. Unfortunately, there seems to exist
no explicit rules in use by newspaper layout persons which either describe the
set of acceptable layouts, or which explain how to achieve such layouts.
Indeed, when a layout man at one newspaper was asked what rules he used to

3. In this report, the term item is used to denote not only stories, possibly containing
dependent pictures, but also independent pictures. A more complete definition of an item
is given in the next section.

- 15 -Introduction
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lay out pages, he replied that he did not know, but would appreciate being told

if someone could find out. Layout persons seem to be guided by experience

and instruction in such matters.

1.2 Statement of Problem

This thesis is concerned with the problem of news layout, which is the

problem of placing news items on the pages of the News departments of the.

paper. In most newspapers, there are certain differences in style among the

various departments, but the News departments are prototypical. A procedure

for laying out news items, once achieved, can be adapted to other departments.

Each page to be laid out is considered as a separate layout problem. The

inputs to the layout procedure are a definition of the newshole, and a definition

of the news items assigned to the page. Generally, the number of news items

on a page is relatively small, as can be seen by an examination of a typical

newspaper. It is reasonable to consider approximately a dozen news items as

being a practical upper limit on the number of news items assigned to a page;

the number will usually be far less.

The newshole is defined by the number of columns in the newshole, and the

height of each. From the nature of pyramidal ad layout, we know that each

news column starts at the top of the newshole, and extends downward for

some height, terminating either at an ad or at the bottom of the page. For

example, the definition of the newshole shown in Figure 1-3 is shown in Table

1 -1. In this table, heights are given in points, the height standard used in this

report. One point is approximately 1/72 inch. We assume that all of the

columns have equal width; the problem of variable-width columns is discussed

in Section 11.3.

The definitions of the news items are also expressed numerically. We

BackgroundIntroduction
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Figure 1-3. Example Newshole.

Table 1-1. Numerical Definition of Example Newshole.

column

1
2
3
4
5
6

height

1000
1000
500
750
750
750

All heights are measured in points.

define a news item as either a story, which may or may not have some number

of associated dependent pictures, or as an independent picture, which is not

associated with any story on the page. We can identify the following

components of a news item.

Stories have a text component, the definition of which specifies the area of

the text for the story. We assume either that the text has already been

- 17 - Statement of Problem
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divided into lines of width equal to the width of a column, so that the number

of lines required is definitely known, or else that this quantity has been

estimated from the raw length of the story. We can measure the area in

column-points (i.e., the number of points tall the text would be if It were laid

out in one column). For some stories, part of the text may be cut from the

final layout if necessary; in this case, it is necessary to know both the amount

of text that is available, and the absolute minimum amount that can be run.

Stories also have a headline component, whose definition specifies the size

of the headline for the story." In some cases, the layout person may wish to

specify an exact headline to be used in the layout; in this case, the width of

the headline, in columns, and its height, in points, are given. In other cases, a

variety of headlines might be possible, and the height and width of each are

given. As a limiting case, it is possible to mechanically estimate a probable

headline area for a story given its text size, as described by Bracken [Bracken

75]; from this estimated area, a set of headline widths and heights can be

generated, and the layout person can write a headline after the space allocated

to the headline in the layout is known. In any case, the Input to the layout

program will be in the form of a set of possible headline widths and heights to

be considered.

Still another item component is the picture. Pictures may be independent

or may occur as a part of a story. Pictures are defined by their widths

measured in columns, and their heights, measured In points. Pictures may often

have a large range of possible heights, since they can be cropped; in such a

case, the range of heights is given.

As an example, Table 1-11 gives a definition of the news items in the layout

shown in Figure 1-4.

4. Independent pictures may also have headlines, in rare cases.

- 18 -Introduction
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Table 1-11. Numerical Definition of News Items in Figure 1-4.

name text headline picture

PCP 1568 lx360,2x180,3x120,4x120,5x120,6x60 -
DiCara 760 1x192,2x96,3x96,4x48 4x343
Chase 532 1x252,2x126,3x84,4x84,5x84,6x42 -
Droney 352 1x144,2x72,3x72,4x36 1x221

School-Board 228 1x48,2x24
Chelsea 485 1x144,2x72,3x72,4x36 2x343
Volterra 333 1x72,2x36

Correction 114 ixiB

The variety of headline sizes for each of the stories was generated from the
headline width and height used in the layout shown in Figure 1-4, to simulate
more closely an actual layout problem.
The height listed for each picture includes the height of the cutline beneath the
picture.

The output of the program is a layout for the given news items. This

layout will be in the form of a page dummy which can be used to drive the

page-makeup procedure. Figure 1-5 shows the page dummy for the.page in

Figure 1-4. Pictures are denoted by diagonal lines. Headlines are separated

from the rest of the story by dotted lines, as are dependent pictures. This

graphical notation is the standard used in this report.

In page makeup, following page layout, exact headlines are written and

inserted, the text leaded and divided among the columns assigned to the

stories, white space inserted, lines separating items drawn, and so forth.

1.3 Overview of Thesis

The basis of the approach taken in this thesis is to divide the.news layout

problem into two parts. The first part produces not a layout, but an

abstraction of a layout called a template. The second part transforms a

- 19 -.Intr oduction
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Figure 1-4. Example News Items.
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template into a layout, by means of the solution of a set of simultaneous linear

inequalities, called layout equations, generated from the template (Chapter 2).

If the equations based on a given template have a solution, then the template

has a corresponding layout, which can be used as the solution to the original

news layout problem. Otherwise, another template must be tried.

The problem of how a stream of templates is supplied in this procedure is

made easier by the specification of a template grammar (Chapter 3).

Templates specify the set of geometric interrelationships between the items in

the template; some sets of interrelationships can be specified as being

grammatical and some ungrammatical, according to a descriptive grammar based

on the types of layouts commonly used in newspapers. A corresponding

generative grtmmar can be used to generate every legal (i.e., grammatical)

template.

The operation of the generative grammar for a given layout problem can be

modelled by a conceptual layout tree (Chapter 4). The terminal nodes of the

tree correspond to templates, while the non-terminal nodes correspond to

partial templates. Just as the validity of a template for a given layout problem

can be determined through attempting the solution of a set of layout equations,

the validity of a partial template can be partially determined -through attempting

the solution of a set of partial layout equations. The problem of finding a valid

template can 'hen be viewed as the problem of searching through the layout

tree until a node corresponding to such a template is encountered.

The effectiveness of this search depends on the exact nature of the layout

tree. Certain modificptions to the generative grammar can greatly Increase the

probability of a successful search. In particular, requiring that templates be

built either upward from the bottom of the page (bottom-up) or downward

from the top of the page (top-down) allows a significant strengthening of the

conditions stated in the partial layout equations, allowing earlier detection of

- 22 -Introduction
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invalid paths through the tree; it also greatly reduces the size of the tree

(Chapter 5). Moreover, top-down layout gives certain advantages over

bottom-up layout, because of the nature of the template grammar.

In any formulation of the generative grammar, the sheer size of the layout

tree necessitates the use of highly efficient search strategies to enable the

location of a valid template in a reasonable amount of time (Chapter 6). A

simple exhaustive search can be ruled out, because of the nature of the layout

tree. Instead, a limited-breadth search can be effectively used. Such a search

can best proceed down the tree on a semi-random basis, biasing its selection,

of moves in a manner related to certain numerical criteria, derived from the

partial layout equations; these criteria are statistically related to the eventual

success of the paths.

Such a bias improves the chances of the search strategy reaching some
valid terminal node, corresponding to a template which can be used to generate

a legal layout. The additional incorporation of esthetic rules (Chapter 7) can

assist in steering the search toward good-looking templates, which produce

good-looking layouts.

In general, the presence of restrictions on acceptable layouts will make

layouts harder to find. This is the case with setting an upper limit on allowable

leading factors for stories (Chapter 8). Such a restriction can be represented

by additional layout equations, but its effective incorporation necessitates a

significant change in the basic nature of the layout equations, increasing the

probability of their successful solution by weakening certain other restrictions

in compensation.

The problem being solved is above all a practical problem. As such, the

ultimate test of any approach is how well it works on practical cases. An

experimental implementation of the layout algorithms has been programmed;
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examples of its operation on news layout problems taken from actual

newspapers are shown (Chapter 9).

Certain problems encountered in the design of implementations of the

algorithms are discussed, along with suggested solutions (Chapter 10). Finally,

a number of cpen research problems are listed (Chapter 11), and conclusions

are presented (Chapter 12).

Appendix I presents a series of experiments performed to determine what

rules, if any, are used by humans in performing news layout. Appendix 11

presents a number of theoretical considerations relating to the problem of

news layout. Appendices IlIl and IV compare past work on the computerization

of news layout to the approach used in this thesis.
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Chapter 2 - Templates

2.1 Definition

In his doctoral thesis [Kan 76], Kan introduced the concept of a template.

As defined by Kan, a template contains purely geometrical information about a

layout but specifies no numerical dimensions. A single template, therefore, can

correspond to an (essentially) infinite number of layouts, each of them with

different numerical dimensions, but all similar in the abstract shapes and

locations of the items. Thus, a single template represents an abstraction of a

large class of layouts. For example, all the layouts shown in Figure 2-1 can be

represented by the same abstract template, shown in Figure 2-2. The

template contains a number of template items, one for each news item in the

eventual layout.

The problem of finding a suitable layout for a given page cn be subdivided

into the problem of first selecting a suitable template, and then the problem of

finding -a layout corresponding to that template. This chapter deals with the

latter problem; template selection is covered in later chapters.

2.2 Template Specification

Before the problem of transforrning a template into a layout can be

attacked, it is necessary to specify exactly what information is held in a

template. By definition, a template holds the geometrical Information that will

be used to produce the layout. But, how can this information be expressed?

In this thesis, templates are represented in a matrix form Consider the

template given pictorially in Figure 2-3. The matrix form for this template, for

an arbitrary labelling of the template items, is:
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Y

Figure 2-1. Layouts with the Same Abstract Template.
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Figure 2-2. Abstract Template for Examples.

Figure 2-3. Example Template.

A B B

A C C

D 0 C

We'see that the matrix form of the template contains the same information as

the pictorial f orm. Indeed, the pictorial form may be Immediately derived from

the matrix form, as shown in Figure 2-4.

A 8B'B

A C C-

0 0 C

Figure 2-4. Derivation of Pictorial Form from Matrix Form.
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From here on, the matrix and pictorial forms of templates are used

interchangably. The pictorial form is easier to grasp visually, while the matrix

form makes it easier to understand the operation of the layout algorithms.

A template contains one or more template items; in the final layout, each

template item will correspond to one of the news items to be laid ouL We

define a marked template as one in which the correspondence between the

template items and the news items they represent is explicitly labelled in the

template, and an unmarked template as one in which no such correspondence is

given.

A template in the matrix form also contains some number of columns. Each

of these template columns corresponds to one or more news columns in the
final layout, as shown in Figure 2-5. A widened template is one which contains

exactly the same number of columns- as does the layout (i.e., as does the

newshole), so that each template column corresponds to exactly one news

column. An unwidened template is one without this restriction.

A B B

A C C

DOG0C

Figure 2-5. Interpretation of Abstract Template Columns.
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Consider the layout in a non-rectangular newshole shown in Figure 2-6. A
fitted template is one which has the same overall shape as the newshole, as for

the widened fitted template:

A A A B B B

A A A C C

0 D D D C

whereas an unfitted template is one which does not explicitly state the

interaction between the newshole shape and the news items, such as:

A A A B B B

A A A C C C

D 0 D D C C

Of course, for rectangular newsholes, there is no difference between fitted and

unfitted templates.

FtI I
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A fitted, widened, marked template will be called a concrete template,

because the correspondences of template Items to news Items, of template

columns to layout columns, and of the shape of the template to the shape of

the newshole are explicitly represented as part of the template. An unfitted

unwidened unmarked template will be called an abstract template. In this

thesis, we will be concerned primarily with the use of concrete templates.'

Unless otherwise qualified, the term "template" in this report will refer to a

concrete template.

2.3 Layout Equations

Given a concrete template, how can a layout be generated? Since the only

information held in a layout but not in the template is that of the numerical

dimensions of the layout, the problem is to find appropriate dimensions tq add

to the template so as to produce the layout. A layout has two sets of

dimensions: width and height. Since a concrete template is by definition

widened, the width dimensions are represented explicitly in the template (i.e.,

each template column corresponds to precisely one layout column), and are thus

known, leaving only the variable height dimensions to be determined.

Each row of a template correspond to some unknown height dimension, as

shown in Figure 2-7. We can symbolically represent the height dimensions by

a set of height variables, one for each row:

A A A B B B h

A A A C C C h2

0 0 0 0 C C h3

1. Abstract templates will be used in Appendix IV, however, in the discussion of the
"template library" approach presented by Kan in his thesis.
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A A A B B

A AA CC C

o 0 0 0 CC

Figure 2-7. Interpretation of Template Rows.

The problem is to find appropriate numerical values for the height

variables. These values can then be used to produce the layout. What, then,

defines those values of the height variables which are appropriate? The

approach taken in this thesis is to generate a set of simultaneous equations

from the template. These equations will collectively state the necessary

conditions on appropriate values of the height variables.

The first thing we note is that the sum of the height variables must equal

the height of the newshole3 We can represent this restraint symbolically as:

hi + h2 + ... + hn = height of newshole (2-1)

We term this equation a height equation.

Also, the height variables must always be non-negative:

hiph2,i...,hn 0(2-2)

Another set of restraints on the height variables can be derived from the

sizes of the news items. Each news item has a certain known minimum area,

and must be assigned at least that much space on the page. It might be

2. The problem of non-rectangular newsholes is discussed in Section 2.4.1.
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assigned more, usually without any great harm, with the excess simply

remaining some form of white space. Alternatively, if there is more text or

other matter available for optional use, it can be run.

For each news item, then, we can generate an area equation, which states

that, for each item:

space assigned in layout area (item) (2-3)

For example, in the template shown above, the area equations are:

3 hi + 3 h2  area (A) (2-4)
3 hi 2 area (B) (2-5)

3 h2 + 2 h3 ? area (C) (2-6)
4 h3 ?:area (D) (2-7)

These area equations, combined with the height equation:

hi + h2 + h3 = height of page (2-8)

and the non-negative condition, form a set of layout equations. Any values of
hl, h2 and h3 must satisfy these equations in order to correspond to a valid

layout.

For the given layout equations, consider the layout problem given in Table
2-1. Here there is 9000 column-points of space available, but the areas of the
news items sum to only 8600 column-points. The solution of the layout

Table 2-1. Example Layout Problem.

height of page = 1500 [i.e., 1500 points]
area (A) = 3000 [i.e., 3000 column-points]
area (B) = 1500
area (C) = 2500
area (D) = 1600
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equations is represented by the shaded region in Figure 2-8. The variable h.

has been eliminated in this graph by use of the height equation:

hi + h2 + h3 = 1500 (2-9)

The four area equations for the four template items are marked A, B, C, and D.

Since the layout equations are all linear equalities or inequalities, a simplex

linear programming algorithm is sufficient for finding a solution to the layout

equations. There is no function which needs to be maximized within the basic

feasible region defined by .the layout equations, so a linear programming

algorithm which returns an arbitrary point in the region Is adequate. The only

caveat is that, becavse of the nature of linear programming, the solution

returned will be at some vertex of the basic feasible region. In our

'-H
400-

too -

hyo

cc)
d(1

h >0

Figure 2-8. Solution of Layout Equations.
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interpretation, then, some of the area equations will be satisfied as equalities

(i.e., those news items will have zero leading), while others will befar from

equalities (i e., these news items will be leaded more than average).?

In this example, the layout equations a set of solutions. However, this may

not always be the case. Most concrete templates, it develops, will have no

corresponding layouts; their layout equations will therefore have no solutions.

A simplex linear programming algorithm is capable of detecting such a case.

The layout equations, then, can be seen to represent the necessary

conditions for a layout to be derived from a given template. A linear

programming algorithm can determine whether the equations have a solution or

not, and, if so, can generate the specific height dimensions for the layout.

2.4 More Layout Equations

The layout equations described in the previous section (the area equations

and the single height equation), plus the non-negative condition, are necessary

conditions on appropriate values of the height variables, but they are not

necessarily sufficient. There are other necessary conditions which also need to

be stated in the layout equations. Fortunately, these new equations are

themselves 'in the form of linear inequalities, so that the linear programming

approach can still be used to solve the resulting set of layout equations.

2.4.1 Non-Rectangular Newsholes

Consider the concrete (and therefore fitted) template:

3. This topic is discussed more fully in Chapter 8.
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A A 8 B B B

A A C C

DOO0DDC

corresponding to the non-rectangular newshole shown in Figure 2-9. Here, the

one height equation of the rectangular-newshole case must be replaced by a

set of height equations:

hi = 800 (2-10)
h2 + h3 = 700 (2-11)

In general, for non-rectangular newsholes, there will be a height equation

for each "level" in the newshole.

: :OEM=

Figure 2-9. Example Non-Rectangular Newshole.
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2.4.2 Headlines

Stories have headlines, and the dimensions of a story's headline must be

taken into account in the layout equations. We shall assume the area needed

for the headline is included in the total area needed for the story, as stated In
the area equation. That is, the story's headline is not represented explicitly in

the template, but is considered part of the containing template item.

There is, however, another restriction that must be stated as a layout

equation. Consider the headline. We assume that we know its width, since the

template is a widened template, and its height, from the numerical definition of
the layout problem.4 Not only must the space assigned to the story be great

enough to accomodate the headline, it must also be great enough to allow it to
be constrained to a rectangular form. That is, while a headline placed as in

Figure 2-10 is acceptable, the one shown in Figure 2-11 Is not, even though

the numerical area assigned to each is the same, since the space assigned to

headlines must be rectangular.

This condition can be stated as a layout equation. Consider the template:

text

Figure 2-10 Example of Acceptable Headline Placement.

4. If there is more than one possible headline height for the given headline width, then
the minimum of these should be used, since we are stating only necessary conditions on the
space allocated.
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text

Figure 2-11. Example of Unacceptable Headline Placement.

A A A B B B

A A C C C

D D D D C C

For story C, the headline equation is of the form:

h2 ? height of headline of C (2-12)

This headline equation is in addition to the area equation for C:

3 h2 + 2 h3 headline area of C + text area of C (2-13)

This headline equation guarantees only that there will be enough space to

run a rectangular headline. It does not rule out the possibility of a resultant

layout such as the one shown in Figure 2-12 with no text running under part of

the headline. This is considered an acceptable layout at some newspapers.

For newspapers where such layouts are not used, the headline equation can be

changed to:

h2 height of headline of C + increment (2-14)

where the increment is the minimum height of text which absolutely must run

Templates
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Figure 2-12. Questionable Layout.

underneath the headline. This can be either an absolute amount (e.g., two lines

of text) or scme amount relative to the headline size (e.g., 50% of the headline

height).

The left-hand side of the headline equation will not always be a single

height variable. In the template:

A A A B B B

C C C B B B

C C C D0DD

C C E E D.D

the headline equation for C is:

h2 + h3  height of headline of C + increment (2-15)

for some appropriate value of the increment. In general, the left-hand side of a

Templates
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headline equation is a sum of height variables, starting from the top of the

template item, and terminating at the point where the template Item ceases to

be rectangular.

A corollary of this fact is that rectangular stories do not need their

headline equations explicitly included in the set of layout equations. It is

obvious that there can be no problem in providing a rectangular space for a

headline within a rectangular story. Thus, in the above template, stories C and

D need headline equations, while A, B and E do not, since their headline

equations would simply be redundant: if we already require that;

3 hi headline area of A + text area of A (2-16)
[headline area of A = three times headline height of A] (2-17)

then the headline equation:

h1  headline height of A + increment (2-18)

is unnecessary.

Strictly speaking, this headline equation might not be automatically satisfied

if the text area becomes relatively small compared to the increment. This

situation, however, can be avoided by the choice of the increment as an

appropriate function of the text area.

2.4.3 Independent Pictures

There are two types of pictures: independent pictures, which are not

associated with any story on the page, and dependent pictures, which are. The

layout equation for an independent picture is simple. First, we note that the

template item corresponding to an independent picture must be rectangular, and

that the width of the template item must correspond to the width of the

picture. With this given, the picture equation is simply:
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height assigned to picture 2 height (picture) (2-19)

where height(picture) represents the minimum possible height the picture can

be cropped to, since the-picture equation states only a necessary condition. In

the template:

A A A B B. B

A A A C C C

0 0D0C C

if A is a picture, its layout equation is simply the picture equation.

hi + h2  height (A) (2-20)

No separate area equation is needed for an independent picture, since it

would state exactly the same condition, merely multiplied by the width of the

picture.

Pictures typically have a cutline (or caption) beneath them, of the same

width as the picture. The height of this cutline can be considered as part of

the height of the picture for the purposes of the layout equations. The same is

true for a headline appearing above the picture.

2.4.4 Dependent Pictures

Pictures which are associated with a story and which are to appear as part

of the story are more difficult to handle. As with headlines, we assume that

the location of a dependent picture or pictures within the template item

corresponding to a story is not stated directly within the matrix form of a

template, but is defined by a story-picture format, present as an adjunct to the

template. The exact type of equation to be generated depends on the story-
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picture format chosen. The following formats are typical.5

2.44.1 Format 1

Format Iuis shown in Figure 2-13. The format is simply that of a picture

to the left of the remainder of the story. Although the text shown in the figure

is rectangular, this does not need to be the case. Of course, however, the

picture must be rectangular. For the purposes of the layout equations, the two

parts of the format, the picture and the headline-text combination, can be

considered separately, with a picture equation for the picture, and an area

equation and a headline equation for the remainder of the story. The area

equation should include the area of the text plus the area of the headline, but

not the area of the picture. Consider the template:

A A A A B B

C C C A B B

where story A, with a two-column picture, is to be laid out in Format 1. The

picture will be placed in the first two columns of item A; this is acceptable

since these columns define a rectangular space. For story A, the layout

equations are.

Figure 2-13. Format 1.

5. By extension, we can consider the headline-text combination present in a story without
independent pictures to represent the single possible "format" for such a case; the same is
also possible for independent pictures.
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hi 2 picture height (2-21)
2 h1 + h2  text area + headline area (2-22)

h headline height + increment (2-23)

2.4.4.2 Format 2

In Format 2, shown in Figure 2-14, the picture appears directly above the

headline, and is of the same width. In this case, the conceptual approach is to

think of the combination of picture and headline as if it were a single very tall

headline, and generate the layout equations appropriately. The text, of course,

need not be rectangular. Consider the template:

A A A B B B

A A A B B C

where story B, with a three-column picture, is to be laid out in Format 2. The

layout equations are:

h picture height + headline height + increment (2-24)
3 h1 + 2 h2 picture area + headline area + text area (2-25)

Figure 2-14. Format 2.
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2.4.4.3 Format 3

in Format. 3, shown in Figure 2-15, the picture appears to the right of the

headline, the headline has text running beneath it, and there may be text

running beneath the picture. In the template:

A B C C C C

D 0 D C C C

E E E E E E

where story C, which has a picture two columns wide, is to be laid out In

Format 3, the layout equations are:

h headline height + increment (2-26)
hi + h2  picture height (2-27)

4 h1 + 3 h2  text area + headline area + picture area (2-28)

Here, we are requiring that the first- two columns, which hold the headline,

have sufficient minimum height (here, h,) for it, while requiring that the last

two columns, which hold the picture, have sufficient minimum height (here,

h1+h2) to do so. The use of the increment in the headline equation requires

that there be enough space to run some text beneath the headline; the lack of

such an increment in the picture equation means that, although it is possible for

there to be room for text underneath the picture, this is not required.

Figure 2-15. Format 3.
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2.4.4.4 Format 4

Format 4, shown in Figure 2-16,is very similar to Format 3. The only

difference is that the headline runs above the picture, slightly modifying the

picture equation. With the template:

A B B C C C

A B D D D

E E E D D

laying out story D, with a two-column picture, in Format 4 gives the layout

equations:

h2 headline height + increment (2-29)
h2 + h3  headline height + picture height (2-30)

4 h2 + 3 h3 a text area + headline area + picture area (2-31)

The only difference from Format 3 is in the right-hand side of the picture

equation.

Figure 2-16. Format 4.
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2.4.4.5 Other Formats

Other story-picture formats are possible, not only for stories with only one

dependent picture, but also for those with more. The above examples, though,

should be sufficient for showing how to develop the form of the layout

equations needed for arbitrary formats, and for stories with an arbitrary

number of pictures.

2.5 Example

Consider the concrete template:

A A B B B

C C C B B

C C C D 0

where the news items are defined in Table 2-Il. Item A and item C are stories

with no dependent pictures. Item B is a story with one dependent picture,

which will be laid out in Format 2. Item D is an independent picture. The

newshole is five columns wide and 1160 points tall.

The resultant layout equations are shown in Table 2-Ill. The first three

equations state the non-negative condition on the height variables. The next

equation is the height equation, requiring that the sum of the height variables

be equal to the height of the newshole. The area equation for item A requires

Table 2-Il. News Item Sizes for Example.

item text size headline size picture size

A 589 2x80
B 1121 3x40 3x270
C 2252 3x40
D -- 2x261
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Table 2-Ill. Layout Equations for Example.

hi 0
h2 0
h3 0

h + h2 + h3 = 1500 [height eqn]

2 hi ? 589 + 2x80_ [area eqn for A]

3 hi + 2 h2 2 1121 + 3x40 + 3x270 [area eqn for B]
hi . 270 + 40 [picture-headline eqn for B]

3 h2 + 3 h3 2 2252 + 3x40 [area eqn for C]

h3 2 261 [picture eqn for D]

One solution to these equations is:

h = 389.33 points
h2 = 509.67 points
h3 = 261.00 points

that the space allocated to A, namely 2 h, be large enough to hold the text

and headline area of A. Story A needs no. headline equation, because it is

rectangular in shape. The area equation for item B requires that the space

allocated for it, 3 hi + 2 h2, be large enough to hold the text, headline, and

picture areas of B. Also, a picture-headline equation for B is necessary,

requiring that the rectangular space at the top of the template Item have

sufficient height, here h , for the picture and the headline to be allocated

rectangular spaces; for the sake of simplicity, the increment was left out of the

right-hand side of this equation. The area equation for Item C requires that

the space allocated to C, namely 3 h2 + 3 h3, be large enough to hold the text

and headline area of C. The picture equation for item D requires that its

height, h3, be large enough to hold the picture. The layout based on the given

solution to the equations is shown in Figure 2-17.
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Figure 2-17. Final Layout for Example.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced the concept of a template. A template

contains the same non-numerical information as does a layout, but without

specifying the numerical dimensions. Given a template corresponding to a given

layout problem, it is possible to generate a set of layout equations whose

solution, if any, is the set of numerical dimensions needed to transform the

template into a layout.

The following chapters consider the problem of how these concrete

templates are to be supplied.
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Chapter 3 - Template Grammar

3.1 Definitions

Chapter 2 presents a template-layout procedure that produces a layout

from a known concrete template, if a layout with that template is possible. In

the general layout problem, however, no such template will be available a

priori. It will be necessary somehow to produce one or more templates based

on the given layout problem, and then to test each of these templates for

correspondence to a layout. Testing can stop when a layout has been

achieved, or, alternatively, a number of layouts can be generated, with the

layout person deciding when to stop this process, and then choosing from

among the layouts produced up to that point.

When generating a number of likely templates, not all possible templates

need be considered. Some, such as the one. shown in Figure 3-1, would be

considered illegal at any newspaper, while others, like the one shown in Figure

3-2, are definitely legal. When generating templates, we should restrict

ourselves to the legal ones only. What, then, defines a legal template?

In the theory of linguistics, there is the concept of a grammar, which

Figure 3-L Illegal Template.
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Figure 3-2. Legal Template.

defines the syntax of a language. The grammar consists of rules which specify

the set of legal constructs (e.g., sentences) in the language; a construct is legal
if, and only if, it belongs to the set of legal constructs thereby defined.

By analogy, then, we can develop a template grammar which will specify

which templates are legal and which are not. Two types of grammar will be
considered. The first, a descriptive grammar, gives rules for determining if an

arbitrary template belongs to the set of legal templates. The second, a

generative grammar based on the first, gives rules whereby the set of legal
templates may be generated.

3.2 Descriptive Grammar

Unfortunately, not all newspaper personnel would agree on what
constitutes a legal layout. To the extent that this disagreement involves

geometrical issues, this implies that not all newspapers would agree on what

constitutes a legal template. Even so, a careful study of layouts in a variety of
newspapers shows that there are some common rules for legal templates which
can be stated. Individual newspapers may wish to make changes to these
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rules.' Still, these rules do a good job of stating what features concrete

templates at different newspapers have in common. There are seven rules, as

follows.

Rule 1. The shapes of template items must never become larger as one

scans from top to bottom.

For example, template item shapes such as the ones shown in Figure 3-3

are illegal, while those shown in Figure 3-4 are legal. In other words, a

template item must have a unique flat top.

Rule 2. Each template item must be contiguous.

Figure 3-3. Illegal Template Item Shapes.

Figure 3-4. Legal Template Item Shapes.

1. Better yet, those newspapers could change their layout rules to conform to those
given here. The latter is especially advisable considering that the simplicity of the
generative grammar, as given in the next section, depends on the exact details of this
descriptive -grammar.
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Obviously, items should not jump about on the same page.

Rule 3. There must be one and only one template Item for each news item.

This rule ensures that the template is a properly marked template.

Rule 4. The width of the top of a template item must be a possible one for

the associated news item.

For example, a story whose only possible headlines are four and five

columns wide should not have an associated template item with a one-column

top. An independent picture always has exactly one possible width for its

template item. For stories with dependent pictures, the choice of the story-

picture format determines the possible top widths for the template Item.

Rule 5. Each story with dependent pictures must have associated with it an

acceptable story-picture format.

The story-picture formats given in Chapter 2 are all acceptable. Others

are also acceptable, still others are not. There seems to be no simple general

rule for determining which are which without utilizing human judgement. Thus,

if template generation is to performed automatically, the layout program should

have access to a list of pre-approved story formats to use, either built in or

provided by the layout person.

Rule 6. Template. items corresponding to pictures must be rectangular.

This includes that, for template items in Format 1, or similar formats, the

part of the template item which will hold the picture must be rectangular.

Rule 7. The template items must be placed together in such a way as to

produce a template which hs the same width and the same overall shape
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as the newshole, 2 with no holes left.

These seven rules collectively specify what will be considered in this

thesis the set- of legal templates. They require that the template be a

concrete template, that the template items correspond correctly to their news

items, and that template items have only certain legal shapes.

The purpose of these rules is only to outlaw those templates which should

definitely be avoided. They are not intended to make any further distinctions

between the various levels of quality found among the legal templates. The

issue of template quality is discussed in Chapter 7.

3.3 Generative Grammar

The above descriptive grammar enables us to test a given template for

legality. Moreover, this grammar can be transformed into a generative grammar

which can be used to generate legal templates.

This generative grammar will give rules for generating templates

incrementally, one template item at a time. At an intermediate stage in this

process, we will have constructed a partial template. At the very beginning,

the partial template is empty. At the end,.the partial template becomes the

final template. Each step of the template-generation procedure involves the

addition of a single template item, corresponding to some particular news item,

to the partial template, thereby obtaining a new partial template. At any step,

there might be more than one possible item to add, and more than one possible

way to add it. These rules do not tell which possibility to choose; they only

state which possibilities are legal.

This generative grammar is based on a simple observation about the set of

2. I.e., they must produce a fitted widened template.
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legal templates as defined in the previous section. Consider such a template:

A A A B B B

A A A C C C

0 D 0 ,CC

The set of allowable shapes for template items is such that If we know where

in the template the tops of the items are to go:

A A A B B B

- - -C C C

DD D D -0

it is possible to construct the remainder of the template mechanically.

Therefore, when generating templates, it is necessary only to choose the

positions of the tops of the stories: the rest of the template can be

automatically filled in later. For the remainder of this report, templates may be

represented in this latter manner, so as to make it easier for readers to locate

the tops of the template items and thereby see how the templates were

generated.

To lay out an item in a partial template, some legal top width Is chosen,

then a top of that width is inserted somewhere in the template. The template

above could be generated in the four steps shown in Figure 3-5. In fact, this

template could be generated in a total of 24 ways (i.e., 4! ways), depending on

the order in which the items are added.

In the generation of templates for a non-rectangular newshole, the

conceptually simplest approach is to begin with an empty template marked with

the location of the ads, and to modify the above procedure so that tops May

not be laid out inside the marked regions. The template:
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- -- BB B

- - -BB B

- -- CC C

A AA BB B

-- -- C C C

Figure 3-5. Generation of

A A A B B B

- -- ccc

D D D 0 - -

Example Template.

A A A B B B

A B B B

A C C

D 00C

could be generated as shown in Figure 3-6, where ads are marked with a

To generate a template, then, one starts with

repeatedly adds individual items to it, until all the

time a template item is added, an appropriate top

must be chosen. If this is done, the resulting final

the empty template, and

items have been used. Each

and an appropriate format

template will be guaranteed
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to follow most of the rules for legal templates listed In the descriptive

grammar. Some rules, however, will have to be checked independently. For

example, the descriptive grammar requires that there be no holes left in the

template. The only way that this could happen, given our interpretation of Item

shapes in terms of the tops of items, is for the very top line of the template

not to be filled in. This condition must be checked. It is also necessary to

check that the parts of the template corresponding to pictures are rectangular.

If these criteria are satisfied, then a template built in the manner described it a

legal one.

3.4 Summary

This chapter has introduced the class of legal templates, and has outlined a

number of rules for recognizing legal templates and for generating them. These

rules for template generation state only what templates can be generated, not

which templates should be generated. This dichotomy can be compared to the

relationship in linguistics between syntax and semantics. A grammar for English

may tell you how to form correct sentences, but It cannot tell you what to say.

The issue of template syntax is developed more fully in the next two

chapters, and then template semantics (the problem of determing which

templates to generate) is considered.
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Chapter 4 - Layout Trees

The preceding chapter outlines a scheme whereby an arbitrary template

may be generated by a series of incremental operations. This chapter further

develops this idea, using an analogy with game-playing programs.

4.1 Definition

Many computer programs have been written to play games such as

checkers and chess against human opponents [Newborn 75]. Although these

programs differ in detail, they all use the concept of a game tree in generating

moves.

The nodes of a game tree are all of the board positions achievable in the

game, and the edges are the moves which relate one position to another.

Figure 4-1 shows part of the complete game tree for chess. The root node of

the tree corresponds to the board at the beginning of the game. The nodes at

the first ply represent the 20 possible board positions after White makes his

first move; the edges leading to them represent the 20 possible moves,

Similarly, the nodes at the second ply represent the 400 possible board

positions after Black has replied with his first move, and so forth.

/.\ root noA.

. . .*** * 0 0r 0 M
S.. 0S mE SGCVLI

41~~~ flA I a

Figure 4-1. Part of the Complete Game Tree for Chess.
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The complete game tree for chess is finite, since the rules for chess set an
upper limit on the length of a game. Even so, it is estimated that there are
approximately 10120 possible paths through the tree [Shannon 50]. Obviously,
the complete game tree for chess will never be enumerated;' it remains
forever a conceptual entity, which, still, has intellectual value. Playing a game

of chess can be compared to following a path downward through this tree; the
players alternate in choosing edges (moves). Some of the nodes (positions) in

the tree represent a win for White; some represent a win for Black. White's
aim is to force a path to one of his winning nodes, and vice-versa for Black.
Unfortunately, a chess-playing program will not have an overview of the entire
tree; it will be able, though, to "mentally" explore some neighborhood of the
tree for each of its moves, starting from the then-current position, and use the
information thereby gained to determine the seemingly-best move.

By analogy, one can consider a given news layout problem to be a game,
although a solitaire one. We call its game tree a layout tree. The playing
board is the template being constructed. At the beginning, the template is'
empty. Each move consists of adding an item to the template, leading to a new
node in the layout tree corresponding to the new position. The final positions

are those where all of the items have been added; these occur in the tree at
the nth ply, where n is the number of items to be laid out on the page.

Some of these final positions, as we have seen in the last chapter, will be
syntactically illegal. These count as losses. Others will be syntactically legal,
but semantically invalid. These are the templates without associated layouts,
and also count as losses. The wins are those legal templates which do have

associated layouts.

1. Assuming that certain current assumptions about the nature of the physical universe
are correct.
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The problem-is to move through the tree to a winning position, thereby

obtaining a layout. As in chess, the complete tree for a given layout problem is

far too large to enumerate. It is necessary to search through the tree based

on imperfect knowledge of where the search will lead. There are, however,

some ways of increasing that knowledge, as described below.

4.2 Partial Layout Equations

As we have seen, the final nodes in the layout tree correspond to

completed templates. Given one of these templates, we can generate a set of

layout equations which tell us whether or not there is a layout based on that

template, and, if there is, give its dimensions.

Each of the intermediate nodes in the layout tree corresponds to a partial

template. Given one of these, it is possible to generate a set of partial layout

equations, based on the partial information available, which tell whether there

is any possibility of this partial template giving rise to a completed template

which has a layout. Consider, for example, the partial template:

A

-- - - F F

-C C C C-

A set of partial layout equations for this partial template is shown in Table 4-I.

If there exist any h,, h2, and h3 which satisfy these equations, then there is the

Table 4-I. Partial Layout Equations.

hl+ h2 + h3 = height of page [partial height eqn]
hi + h 2 + h 3 ? area (A) [partial area eqn for A]

4 h3 ? area (C) [partial area eqn for C]
2 h2 + h3 2 area (F) [partial area eqn for F]

h2 headline height (F) [partial headline eqn for F]
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possibility that a completed template with an associated layout can be built

from this partial template. If not, then there is no such chance, since the partial

layout equations necessarily state a strictly weaker condition on the existence

of height variables than will any of the possible eventual sets of final layout

equations.2 The actual values of the height variables which satisfy the partial

layout equations are irrelevant; what matters is whether any such height

variables exist. The problem being solved here is not to determine partial

numerical dimensions.for the layout, but to determine if any such layout can

exist. No actual numerical dimensions can necessarily be inferred from a partial

template, since it is not yet known where the remaining template items will be

inserted. Different subsequent choices will force different layout positions of

the items already placed.

In this.example, if news item A is too large to fit into one column, then the

partial layout equations will fail. Similarly, if news items C and F are too large

to fit together in the manner .specified by the template, the equations will also

fail. If the equations do succeed, there is still the possibility that the partial

template might not lead to any layouts, because of the particular mix of news

items remaining to be inserted into the template. However, this will be

because of conditions not expressible in the partial layout equations.

A partial template whose set of partial layout equations succeeds is

termed valid, as is a legal completed template whose set of final layout

equations succeeds;3 all other templates are invalid. By analogy, the various

nodes of the layout tree for a particular layout problem can be considered valid

or invalid, as can the particular moves leading to them. Since the partial layout

2. Adding an item to a template does not, in general, simply add new layout equations to
the set of partial layout equations, but various existing equations may also change.
3. All partial templates are considered legal, since they are constructed by legal moves.

In general, only a final template can be considered definitely illegal for such reasons as a
non-rectangular shape for a picture, since such faults in a partial template might be
corrected by the time it becomes final.
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equations state necessary conditions on the existence of an eventual layout, no

invalid node can have valid descendants (although the reverse can obviously be

true). Therefore, any subtree of the layout tree originating from an invalid

node will be uniformly invalid; in particular, all of the templates corresponding

to final nodes in that subtree will be invalid and will not lead to layouts. Such

a subtree can be totally ignored by any search procedure. In terms of our

analogy, this means that, when adding an item to a partial template, the layout

equations of the new template should be checked for satisfiability. If they fall,

the move is invalid and should not be considered.

Similarly, any illegal completed templates can be removed from the tree,

and the final moves leading to them considered invalid. With the use of

lookahead, it is sometimes possible to determine whether or not intermediate

positions can possibly lead to legal final templates; those that cannot should be

considered invalid.

4.3 Shape of the Layout Tree

Although there will be a different layout tree for each layout problem

some generalities can be made about the shapes of layout trees.

There are more possible moves early in layout than there are later on. At

the beginning, there are simply more news items remaining to be laid out.

Toward the end, there are fewer remaining, and the requirements for legal

completed templated must also be dealt with, potentially reducing the number

of possible placements for each remaining item.

There is a higher probability that a legal position early in the tree will be

valid than for positions later in the tree. The root position is always valid, of

course. Positions at the first ply have small sets of partial layout equations,

which state relatively weak conditions, and therefore stand a good chance of
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being valid. For positions at subsequent plies, the sets of partial layout

equations change, growing in size as they do, and become more and more

difficult to fufill, causing a decrease in the probability of a. valid position.

4.4 Basic Search Strategy

To find a layout, it is necessary only to search through the layout tree until

a valid final node is located. This, unfortunately, is more easily said than done,

because of the great size of the tree. The basic approach to search strategy

taken in this thesis4 is to start at the root nde of the layout tree.and move

downward, making only legal moves, and checking the validity of each move by

generating and attempting to solve each set of partial layout equations. This

procedure may lead directly to a layout. Alternatively, there may come an

intermediate point where there are either no legal moves possible, or where

there are no valid moves among the legal ones. Either case can be termed a

dead end Upon encountering a dead end, the search procedure will backtrack,

trying other possible paths. Eventually, if there are layouts, one will be found.

This procedure should be monitored by the layout person to catch the rare

cases in which there are no layouts possible with the given items on the given

page, as well as the cases where the number of layouts is so small that finding

one is like finding a needle in a haystack, becoming excessively difficult

The amount of time that this search procedure takes depends on the

number of positions in the tree it must consider. One obvious conclusion is that

the effectiveness of the procedure depends on the effectiveness of the partial

layout equations generated at each step. The more blind alleys (paths leading

only to dead ends) that can be detected at their offset, the less time will be

required to generate a layout.

4. This approach is developed more fully in Chapter 6.
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4.5 Summary

The concept of a layout tree provides a convenient conceptual framework

for understanding the layout problem. Generating a template is equivalent to

moving downward through the tree; producing a final layout can be performed

by searching through the tree, generating partial templates along the way, until

a valid final template is reached.

The following chapter considers certain modifications of the rules for legal

moves which make the -search procedure more effective.
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Chapter 5 - Direction of Layout

5.1 Canonical Orderings

As was shown in Chapter 3, a single template can be built in a variety of

different ways, corresponding to the variety of possible orders in which the

template items can be inserted into the partial templates. With n items to be

laid out, there will be n! possible orders of insertion. These n! orderings will

correspond to n! distinct paths through the layout tree, terminating at n! final

nodes, each of which will correspond to the same final template.

Since the order of insertion of the items into the partial templates does not

matter, restricting any particular final template to be constructed in a single

particular order will reduce the size of the layout tree, potentially making

searching easier. In this case, it matters not how you play the layout game, but

whether you win or lose. These changes will represent changes in the rules of

the layout game, making it potentially easier to win. Of course, the winning

positions will still correspond to the same set of valid legal final templates.

Each valid legal final template will appear once and only once in the restricted

layout tree, and there will be only one path leading to each such template.

We define a canonical ordering based on the matrix form of the template.

An item whose top appears on a template row higher than the top of another

item will appear earlier in the ordering than the other item. For items whose

tops appear on the same template row, the ones appearing the further left will

appear earlier in the ordering. For example, for the template:

A A A B B B

A A A C C C

0000 DC C
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the canonical ordering will be A,, B, C, D. This ordering, which represents a

total ordering on the items, will be called the top-down ordering. This ordering

goes from left to right, top to bottom.

Another possible canonical ordering is the bottom-up ordering, which we

define to be precisely the reverse of the top-down ordering. This ordering

proceeds from right to left, bottom to top.

Either of these two possible orderings will satisfy the goal given above of

there being only one possible path through the layout tree to a given final

template. In this way, these orderings represent additions to the template

grammar, in that they restrict the set cf possible moves. As will be seen, each

of these orderings has its unique advantages. Layout using the bottom-up

ordering will be considered first, since it is the easier to understand.

5.2 Bottom-Up Layout

5.2.1 Equation-Generation Method

5.2.1.1 Basic Method

Consider building the template:

A A 0 0 D

C C C 0DD

C C C B B-

bottom-up Ths will proceed as shown in Figure 5-1. The template items are

inserted in the order 8, C, D, A. The unique advantage of bottom-up layout lies

in th e fact that it is possible to generate the layout equations of the items as

soon as'they are inserted into the partial templates. For example, the area

equation for B is:
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CC C

- - D D

c c

A A DD

c cC- -

Figure 5-1. Bottom-Up Generation of Example Template.

2 h 1 2 area (B) (5-1)

where height variables are numbered from the bottom up, so that hi is the

height. variable corresponding to the lowest row of the template under

construction.' This area equation can, of course, be easily generated from the

final template, but it can also be generated in the same form at the very first

point that item B is added to the partial template, because of the bottom-up
direction of layout. The other area equations, which can also be generated in

1. This reversal of the usual numbering scheme will be used throughout the discussion of
bottom-up layout.
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turn, are:

3 h2 + 3 h1 .:area (C) (5-2)
3 h3 + 2 h2 2 area (D) (5-3)

2 h3 2 area (A) (5-4)

As can be seen, each of these area equations can be generated as soon as. the

corresponding template item is inserted into the template. This Is' because the

exact symbolic shape of each template item is known immediately, due to the

interaction between the bottom-up direction of layout and the template

grammar; the symbolic shape of a template item does not depend on the

placements of the following items.

Headline equations and picture equations can be generated with equal

simplicity. None of the layout equations will need to be changed as further

template items are inserted, with the exception of the height equation, which

will have to be changed so as to incorporate the new height variables.

5.2.1.2 Height Equation

At an intermediate point in template generation, the set of height variables

will be incomplete. Therefore, the height equation at an intermediate point

cannot refer directly to the sum of the height variables, but must state that the

sum of the subset of the height variables that have been introduced up to that

point, plus some dummy variable h, equals the height of the newshole. The

dummy variable hn represents the sum of the height variables yet to be

introduced. In the above example, for instance, after the first template item is

inserted, the height equation is:

hi + h = height of newshole (5-5)

In case of a non-rectangular newshole, only a little more processing Is
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required for generating the multiple height equations. Consider the newshole

shown in Figure 5-2. We divide the newshole into a number of levels, one for

each of the height equations that will be generated. In this case, there are

three levels, leading eventually to three height equations. Layout begins in the

bottom level. When deciding where to place the top of an item, one possibility

is to terminate the current level and move to a higher level,, possibly skipping

over some number of intermediate levels. At any point, the variable hI refers

to the sum of the height variables yet to be introduced in the current level.

Template construction in the above newshole might progress as in the

following sequence. We start with:

S S E E S S

The current height equation is now:

h1 + h=350 (5-6)

Figure 5-2. Non-Rectangular Newshole.
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At this point, let us suppose that the next higher level is chosen. The'

height equation:

hi=350 (5-7)

is final, and a new one is started. The partial template becomes:

2 0 D 0D

S S -E E S S

and the new height equation is:

h2 + hn = 250 (5-8)

Above, the next-level operation was performed in such a way as. to

require that the top of E, already placed in its level, be at the same height as

the top of its level in the final layout. Another possibility is to perform the

next-level operation as in:

- C C C -

S S D D D D

SS E E 8 8

which allows there to be some distance between the top of D and the top .of

its level in the final layout. Here, the height equation:

h2 + h3= 250 (5-9)

is final; the height variable h3, which may or may not be zero in the final layout,

represents the distance between the top of D and the top of its level. A new

height equation:
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h4 + h = 900 (5-10)

is started, and template construction vontinues.

In summary, before a template item is inserted into a partial template, one
or more next-level operations may be performed. These may specify whether

the item previously inserted is or is not to be constrained to be at the same

height as the top of its level.

5.2.1.3 Items on the Same Row

Consider the two partial templates:

-- E E C C

and

- - E E - -

-- - - C C

The effective difference between these two partial templates is that, In the
first, the top of item E is constrained to be at the same height as the top of C,
whereas no such constraint exists in the second partial template. The first

partial template can be viewed as a special case of the second, since the

height variable h2 in the second partial template can take on the particular
value zero, making it equivalent to the first in such a case. If any final

template built with the first of these partial templates can achieve a layout, so
can an equivalent template built with the second. Moreover, it may be the

case that layouts exist based on the second partial template that have no

counterpart based on the first partial template, since the height variable h2 in
their final templates is effectively constrained to be greater than zero. Thus,
we can consider the second partial template to be a generalization of the first

In fact, the first partial template represents so special a case that it is
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reasonable to outlaw such partial templates, in order to increase the proportion

of valid nodes in the layout tree.

In certain situations, however, final templates built with the first partial

template may have no equivalents built with the second. Consider the partial

template:

-- D D D-

-- E E C C

where D represents a picture. Since D requires a rectangular space, It can be

placed above E and C only if E and C are constrained to be at the same height

Similarly, the top row of a final template will usually contain a number of items,

and all of these will of necessity be on the same row.

Even so, there can never be any reason for allowing more than one item

top to occur on the same line of a partial template If the tops are non-

adjacent. Partial templates such as:

-E E- C C

are never desirable, since they can lead to neither of the special cases

mentioned. They can therefore be considered illegal, potentially Increasing the

proportion of valid nodes in the layout tree.

5.2.1.4 Lookahead

The top row of a template is the last row to be filled in when using
bottom-up layout. By the rules of the template grammar, there must be no
holes in the top row. If partial templates are not carefully chosen, though, it
might become impossible to fill the top row with the item or items remaIning. A
lookahead procedure can help to forecast such a situation early enough to

avoid it.
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For example, in the partial template:

-- C C-

-B B B-

if there is only one item, A, remaining, then it is necessary for A to have a

possible top width of five; otherwise, the top of the template cannot possible

be filled in. If there are several template items remaining, there must be some

subset with possible top widths totalling five. Similarly, with the partial

template:

--- C C

-B B B-

either a width of five or a width of three must be achievable.

5.2.2 Augmented Partial Layout Equations

As *own above, generating the partial layout equations is straightforward

when proceeding bottom-up. Another advantage of bottom-up layout is that

the partial layout equations can be augmented to state a stronger condition

than is possible without an inherent direction of layout The partial layout

equations, as shown so far, make no statement related to the items remaining

to be inserted into the template.

With bottom-up layout, we know that the remaining items will be. inserted

above the items already present. This knowledge can lead to an additional

equation. With the partial template:

-- C C C-

-DOD-
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we can generate an additional area equation for the remaining Items:2

6 hn +3 h 2 + 2 hi area of remaining items (5-11)

This equation is in addition to the area equations;

3 h area (D) (5-12)
3 h2 + hi 2 area (C) (5-13)

Note that if these three equations are added together, we obtain:

6 hn + 6 h2 + 6 hi 2 area of items (5-14)

which is to be expected. This shows that the new equation effectively

requires that the total amount of space available in the newshole be sufficient

to hold all the news items. This equation, in fact, states a much stronger

condition.

This new equation can be called the remaining-items equation. To

understand its operation, a basic concept is needed In a given layout problem,

there will be more newshole space available than the sum of the areas of the

news items. We define the amount of residue to be the difference between

these two quantities.

At the beginning of template construction, there is positive residue. The

remaining-items equation is:

total space available total area of items (5-15)

This is true, since the residue is non-negative.

2. If the newshole is non-rectangular, then the numerical sum of the sizes of all levels
higher than the current one should be added into the left-hand side of this equation. This
is because these levels form part of the space available for the remaining items.
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When the first item is added to the template, the symbolic "space

available" splits into two parts: the part assigned to that item, and the part left

for the remainder of the items. The "space available" is symbolically decreased

by the area of the item inserted,3 and the "area left" is numerically decreased

by the same area, so that the residue remains the same.

At all points in template construction, the remaining-items equation

requires the residue to be non-negative. After the first template item is

inserted, though, the residue can begin to shrink. Consider, for example, the

partial template:

B B B B--

0 D C C--

The amount of space allocated for D is constrained to be exactly equal to the

amount of space allocated for C. If the areas needed for these two items are

unequal, then this partial template represents a forced transfer of some of the

residue from the "space available" into the space for the smaller of items C and

D. The remaining-items equation requires that the remaining residue be non-

negative after such a transfer.

Residue can decrease because of a great number of template constructs. If

the residue ever becomes negative (strictly speaking, if the maximum value of

the residue ever becomes negative), then the partial template is invalid. This

will be marked by the failure of the augmented partial layout equations.. In

such a case, the amount of space available can not possibly be large enough to

hold the remaining items. The augmented partial layout equations therefore

provide the ability to detect unsatisfiable situations before they would be

detected by unaugmented partial layout equations.

3. Strictly speaking, it is decreased by a symbolic quantity, whose achievable minimum in
this case is the area of the item.
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5.2.3 An Efficient Equation Solution Method

All of the layout equations are simple linear equalities or inequalities. As

stated in Chapter 2, a simplex linear programming technique is adequate for

solving them. There is an even simpler and much faster method which can be

used to solve the class of layout equations generated by bottom-up layout.

This method is primarily intended for determining only whether a set of

layout equations or partial layout equations has a solution. As it turns out, this

method does produce values of height variables as a by product, but the

simplex method would tend to produce ones of a better quality. That is, better

in the quality of the layout produced. This method, if used for final layouts,

would produce layouts with the bottommost items leaded as little.as possible

and the topmost items leaded as much as possible. The simplex method would

tend to assign leading more evenly among the items. Still, this method can be

used to check sets of partial layout equations, and to quickly check sets of final

layout equations before performing the slower simplex method to obtain the

numerical dimensions to be used for the final layout.

Consider an arbitrary set of partial layout equations. The layout equations

for the items already added to the partial template say only that the space

allocated to these items must meet certain minimum requirements, such as area,

space for headline, etc.; the finalized height equations, if any, state similar

requirements. The other equations are the current height equation and the

remaining-items equation. These require that the space left must also meet

certain requirements.

For an arbitrary partial template, such as the one shown in Figure 5-3, one

way of satisfying these requirements is to find height variables to minimize the

space assigned to the items already present, and to simultaneously maximize

the space left. Consider the items at the hi row. If their tops are numerically
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Figure 5-3. Partial Template.

placed as low as they can possibly be, based on these items' layout equations,

thus minimizing h,, this cannot possibly force the tops of any of the other items

to be numerically higher than they might otherwise be, This is obvious for the

partial template shown. It is also true in general, because of the restrictions on

legal shapes of template items.

Similarly, consider the items -at the h2 row. If their tops are now placed as

low as possible, minimizing h2 with known h, this cannot cause the tops of any

of the other items to move up numerically. Moreover, the choice of minimum h

necessarily leads to minimum h1+h2 at this point.

This process can continue up to the highest row yet used. This assignment

of values to the height variables will simultaneously maximize h and maximize

the space available for the remaining items. If these quantities are sufficient,

then the values of the height variables represent solutions of the partial layout

equations. Otherwise, there are no solutions.

This process can be incorporated in the template-building procedure as

follows. Each time. a new. height variable hi is introduced, it Is assigned a value,

initially 0. When an item is added whose top is on the height variable's row,

the layout equations for that item are generated, and tested for truth with the

current value of hi. If necessary, h1 is increased until the equations become
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true. The finalizing of an old height equation might also make to necessary to

increase h. If increasing h causes h to become negative or the remaining-

items equation to become false, then the partial template is Invalid; otherwise,

it is valid.

Consider an example. The newshole is rectangular, six columns wide and

1500 points tall. Thus, h is initially 1500. We shall assume there is 8600

column-points of news to fit into the 9000 column-ponts of newshole. Story

D, with area 1600 column-points, is inserted:

000 0---

This introduces a new height variable hi. Since we know that:

4 hi 1600 (5-16)

(considering only area equations here), this sets hi to 400, which Is the

minimum possible. Doing so decreases h to 1100 and the available space to

7400. Next, story C, with area 2500, is inserted:

--- C C C

0 D D --

This introduces a new height variable h2. Since we require that:

3 h2 + 2 hi1 2 2500 (5-17)

this sets h2 to 566.67, which is (2500-2x400)/3, decreasing h, to 533.33, and

the available space to 4900. Story B, with area 1500, Is inserted:

--- B B B

DOD D - -
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This introduces h3, and, since we require that:

3 h3  1500 (5-18)

we set h3 to 500, reducing h to 33.33, and the available space to 3400. Last,
story A, with area 3000, is inserted:

A A A- B B B

- - -C C C

D 0 D 'D - -

This requires that:

3 h + 3 h2 : 3000 (5-19)

but 3 h3 + 3 h2 = 3200 already, so h3 does not need to be increased further.

All of the items have now been inserted, and h, is still positive, as is the

residue, which is all that remains of the space available (in this case, in fact,
none of the residue was used up). This signifies that the final template is valid,

as were, of course, all of the partial templates.

As an example of an invalid partial template, consider item C having been

inserted as:

-- C C--

'D D 0 --

This would have set h to 1250, forcing hn negative.
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5.3 Top-Down Layout

5.3.1 Equation Generation Method

5.3.1.1 Basic Method

Top-down layout is quite different. Consider the following partial template

with one item:

A A A- -

Here, there is no immediate knowledge of the symbolic shape of the item A just

inserted into the template. It could have any of a number of possible final

shapes, depending on the placements of the succeeding items below A. None

of the advantages associated with the presence of such knowledge in

bottom-up layout exist here in top-down layout.

Even so, it is still possible to generate partial layout equations. Consider

what is known in the above partial template. The space allocated for A,

although not yet known for certain, will be at least 3 hid. We can express this

as:

3 h1 + xA area (A) (5-20)

where xA symbolically represents the part of the space eventually to be

allocated to A which is not contained in the 3 h1. We know that:

XA 3 h (5-21)

where hn, of course, is defined here by:

hi + hn = height of newshole (5-22)

since area A cannot occupy more than three columns at any lower point in the
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template.

In the subsequent partial template:

A A A B B

similar partial layout equations for B can also be generated:

2 hi + XB 2 area (B) (5-23)
Xe s 2 h, (5-24)

In the partial template:

A A A B B

-- C C C

the partial layout equations for C can be generated In the same manner:

3 h2 + xc ? area (C) (5-25)
xc 5 3 h (5-26)

For A and B, however, matters now become more complicated. For one thing,

the space for B is now completely known, so B's layout equations can be

generated in final form:

2 hi 2 area (B) (5-27)

plus any necessary headline and picture equations. The area equation for A

becomes:

3 h + 2 h 2 + xA area (A) (5-28)
XA 5 2 h- (5-29)

since A will be at most two columns wide at any lower point. Additionally,

more is known about the shape of A. We know, for instance, that Its headline
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equation, if any, should be:

h headline height of A + increment (5-30)

Also, we know that the shape of A will be non-rectangular, making-it illegal if A
is a picture. If A contains a dependent picture, the generation of a picture

equation might now be possible, depending on the story-picture format chosen.

The point is that information about the exact symbolic shapes of template

items is accumulated slowly in top-down layout. Layout equations must be

generated and modified as the construction of -the template progresses. As
more information becomes known concerning the shapes of items, these shapes

should be checked against the set of legal shapes.

5.3.1.2 Special Cases

Special cases such as those described in the presentation of bottom-up

layout can be.handled similarly in top-down layout.

Non-rectangular newsholes can be divided into a number of levels in the

same way as in bottom-up layout. Here, there is a choice as to whether the

item being inserted is to be in a lower level, and, if so, whether its top is or is

not to be constrained to be at the same height as the top of that new level.

The definition of the x-variables should be changed appropriately. Finally, in

cases such as the partial template:

A A A B B B

C C C C--

in a newshole such as the one shown in Figure 5-4, partial headline and picture

equations for C should be generated until its shape is more certain than it is in

this partial template.
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Figure 5-4. Non-Rectangular Newshole.

As in bottom-up layout, there is never any reason for the tops of two non-

adjacent items to appear on the same template row.

Since the top row of the template is filled in first in top-down layout, there

is no need for complicated lookahead procedures to assure the absence of

holes in the top row, as is needed in the bottom-up case. Holes at the bottom,

of course, cannot occur, due to the nature of the template grammar.

5.3.2 Augmented Partial Layout Equations

As in bottom-up layout, it is possible in top-down layout to augment the

partial layout equations to take into account the set of items remaining.

Consider the partial template:

A A A- -

Here, we change the partial layout equations for A to:
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3 hI + XA 2 area (A) (5-31)
xA + fA = 3 h -(5-32)

The latter of these equations can be seen to be equivalent to the formerly

defined x-variable equation in terms of the restraints it places on XA, since all
variables in linear programming are constrained to be non-negative.4 This new

equation symbolically divides the space left below A (the 3 h) into that which

will be used for the remainder of the symbolic shape of A (the XA), plus that

which will be used for other items (the fA -

These changes in the x-variable equations make it possible to generate a

remaining-items equation. In this case, it is:

fA + 2 hi + 2 hn area of remaining items (5-33)

The 2 hi + 2 hn appears in this equation because that part of the template Is

not under any template item, and thus is totally free for the allocation of the

remaining items. For the partial template:

A A A B B

the remaining-items equation would be:

fA + fB 2 area of remaining items (5-34)

In:

A A A B B

-- C C C

it is:

4. In case of a non-rectangular newshole, the numerical sum of the areas of the lower
levels should be added to the right-hand side of this equation.
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fA + fc rea of remaining items (5-35)

Of course, the layout equations for B in this latter partial template will no

longer include references to x. or f3, since the exact symbolic shape of B Is

known.

5.3.3 Absence of an Efficient Equation Solution Method

For bottom-up layout, there exists an efficient method available for solving

the layout equations generated, in the order generated. No analogous method

exists for top-down layout.

Consider the partial template:

A A A A B B

--- C C C

where the item areas are as shown in Table 5-:1, and the newshole height Is

1500 points. Given this partial template, it might seem that it would be simple

to generate a value for hl, namely 500, the minimum possible one. Consider,

however, the final template:

Table 5-I. Example Item Areas.

area (A) = 3800 column-points
area (B) = 1000 column-points
area (C) = 900 column-points
area (D) = 1200 column-points
area (E) = 1500 column-points

- 84 - Top-Down Layout.
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A A A A B B

--- C C C

E E E---

--- D D D

Here, it develops that there is only one solution possible, which is shown in

Table 5- 11; this solution has a greater-than-minimum h. On the other hand, the

minimum h, is achievable in this final template:

A A A A B B

--- C C C

--- E E E

000---

which is also based on the same partial template. Indeed, the minimum hi
possible with the partial template corresponds to the only solution with this

final template.

The point here is that it is not possible in top-down layout, based only on a

partial template, to determine universally acceptable values for the height

variables which can be used regardless of the placement of the remaining

items. Instead, the set of partial layout equations must be kept and completely

checked at the point of insertion of each new item, without such a shortcut as

is possible with bottom-up layout. It is interesting to note that the only

Table 5-11. Solution to Layout Equations.

hi= 800

h2 = 200
h3 = 100

h4 = 400
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exception to this general rule is when all template items are rectangular. This

is because rectangles are the only legal template item shapes which are still

legal upside-down.

One computational shortcut that is possible, given a partial or final template

constructed top-down, is to reconstruct the template bottom-up, checking for

validity in doing so. This method, of course, works perfectly as a validity check

for a final template constructed top-down (or, indeed, in any manner); for

partial templates, though, it cannot yield a correct value for the space

remaining, because of the mismatch in layout directions. Thus, for partial

templates, this method can be used only for checking a subset of the necessary

conditions stated in the layout equations. Still, the procedure is fast, and, if it

fails, then the more complicated linear programming method need not be tried,

because it would certainly fail also. If the procedure succeeds, then linear

programming must still be used to check the validity of the layout equations

augmented with the remaining-items equation.

For final templates, this shortcut always gives the same result as linear

programming.. For partial templates, the correlation grows less as the template

grows less complete.

5.4 A Comparison

The previous sections outlining the use of bottom-up layout and of

top-down layout strongly suggest that the layout game is inherently easier to

play when proceeding bottom-up than when proceeding top-down. The

important point of comparison between them, though, is to determine which one

makes the layout game easier to win. The answer, surprisingly, is that it is

much easier to win the layout game when proceeding top-down than when

proceeding bottom-up.
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Consider the layout problem given in Table 5-Ill. This example is taken

directly from Page 8 of the February 9, 1977 issue of Tech Talk, an M.I.T.

administrative newspaper of tabloid size (this page is shown in Figure 1-1 in

Appendix I). In this. example, as in others in this report which are based on

actual newspaper layouts, a number of possible headline sizes are included in

the layout problem listed, all based on the single headline size actually used In

the layout, so as to make the problem more representative of actual layout

problems.

The complete layout trees for this example layout problem have been

experimentally enumerated, both for the bottom-up layout case and the

top-down layout case. There were found to be exactly 66 distinct layouts

possible for this layout problem; therefore, the layout trees for both bottom-up

layout and for top-down layout have exactly 66 valid legal final nodes. What

matters, though, is how difficult those 66 nodes are to reach.

The layout tree, ignoring descendants of invalid nodes, contains 4317 nodes

in the bottom-up case, but only 1011 nodes in the top-down case. More

statistics are shown in Tables 5-IV and 5-V. We see that proceeding

top-down gives a significantly smaller layout tree for this example than does

Table 5-111. Tech Talk Layout Problem.

name text headline picture

Engineering 2252 3x40, 4x40
Dancing 1121 2x80, 3x40, 4x40 3x270

Symposium 589 2x60, 3x30, 4x30 -
AARP -- 2x261

The newshole is rectangular, 5x 1160.
Formats 1, 2, and 3 are legal format choices for the Dancing story.
The increment in the headline equations is equal to the headline height.
The convexity rule from Section 7.2 is an absolute rule.

- 87 - AComparison
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Table 5-IV. Bottom-Up Layout Tree Statistics for Tech Talk Example.

No. of posns w/valid final descendants:
No. of posns w/valid descendants:
No. of valid posns:
No. of posns:

!I 2! Fly3

11 44 64
22 141 64
22 235 424
23 332 2174

Table 5-V. Top-Down Layout Tree Statistics for Tech Talk Example.

PlyldPlv2 Plv344

No. of posns w/valid final descendants: 6 17 40
No. of posns w/ valid descendants: 7 30 40
No. of valid posns: 9 36 154 66
No. of posns: 9 38 291 672

proceeding bottom-up. The top-down tree contains fewer dead ends and blind

alleys than does the bottom-up tree. As a measure of this, consider a tree-

searching algorithm which starts at the root node, and repeatedly moves to

some validdescendant node selected at random, stopping either when a valid
final node has been reached or a dead end has been detected.5 The probability

of success of a single pass of this simplistic search algorithm can be derived

from the information in the two tables; it is 0.091 with bottom-up layout and

0.168 with top-down layout.

As noted in Section 5.3.3, there is a very efficient equation solution method

possible with bottom-up layout which has no analogue under top-down layout.

This method reduces the amount of time necessary to check a given node in the

layout tree for validity. This time reduction, however, is wiped out by the

relatively greater number of nodes that must be checked in bottom-up layout.

5. More sophisticated tree-search algorithms are the subject of the following chapter.

66
1787

-w 88 - A Comparison
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Generating these layout trees required 359 seconds bottom-up but only 287
seconds top-down,6 even with the more efficient equation solution methoc
possible with bottom-up layout. The difference in these figures is made even
more significant by the fact that the implementation of bottom-up layout used
to generate the layout tree was a drastically stripped version which was
suitable only for generating the bottom-up layout tree as quickly as possible,
while the one for top-down was a relatively inefficient general-purpose

top-down layout program adapted for generating the layout tree.

There are many sources of the advantages of top-down layout over
bottom-up layout. For example, the top of the page is laid out first with
top-down layout. This eliminates the need for the complicated and less-than-

perfect look-ahead procedures that are necessary with bottom-up layout for
ensuring that the top of the page can be filled in at all. Furthermore, since the
top of the page "governs" the rest of the page, a partial template going

top-down tells more' about the overall nature of the layout than a partial layout
going bottom-up. Top-down layout places the stories at the bottom of the
page last. There are a number of possible legal placements for these items;

this increases the probability of some valid placement, and helps to avoid a
dead-end late in the tree. Bottom-up layout, on the other hand, places the last
items at the top of the page, where there are only a few placements possible

if the top of the template is to have no holes, thus reducing the probability of
one of these few placements leading to a valid final template.

Dead ends can be detected earlier with top-down layout than with

bottom-up layout. Experience with both top-down and bottom-up layout
algorithms shows that this is true not only for the Tech Talk example, but also

6. These timing figures are, of course, based on a particular implementation running on a
particular machine. More information on the timing characteristics of this implementation
are given in Chapter 9.
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in the general case. The number of nodes in the complete layout tree grows

exponentially with the number of Items.7 Since dead ends are detected earlier

with top-down layout than with bottom-up layout, and since there are simply

fewer dead ends to find, the ratio between the number of nodes to be

examined with bottom-up layout and with top-down layout grows exponentially

with the number of items. On the other hand, the ratio between the speeds of
the equation solution methods of bottom-up layout and top-down layout grows

at only a polynomial rate,8 which becomes insignificant. This suggests that, for
any layout problem of equal or greater complexity than the Tech Talk example,

top-down layout will be faster than bottom-up layout. For simpler problems,

bottom-up layout may be faster, but, since the amount of time taken by either

direction of layout should be relatively small, it would not be unreasonable to

use top-down layout for these cases too.

This discussion has been based on the overall shape of the layout trees for

bottom-up layout and top-down layout, showing that it is reasonable to believe

that top-down layout will be faster than bottom-up layout. In actual practice,

this is true. The problem with bottom-up layout is that it is difficult to control

its path toward a layout, because of the shape to its layout tree. It will often

achieve partial templates which look distinctly improbable to a human observer,

because of their geometrical shapes, but which are nonetheless valid at that

7. It is this fact that makes it effectively impossible to generate the complete layout trees
for any examples larger than the Tech Talk example. Another example was tried, which
also had four items, but with a greater relative choice of possible headline sizes (and
therefore of possible top widths). This example lead to 3080 distinct layouts, with 14038
nodes in its layout tree iri the top-down case, requiring over 4500 seconds (one and a
quarter hours) to generate. The bottom-up layout tree was not attempted. An attempt at
a complete top-down layout tree for an example with five items was halted partway
through; it is estimated that it would have required several hours to exhaustively
enumerate. This exponential increase is related to the exponential increase in the number
of possible templates, explored in Appendix II.
8. That is, the equation solution method for bottom-up layout takes constant time per

item, and thus linear time overall, while linear programming can be cleverly implemented to
take quadratic time per item, and cubic time overall.
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ply. These partial templates later turn out to have no valid final descendants.

In top-down layout, however, a human observer is usually unable to predict the

probability of success of a partial template much better than do the partial

layout equations.

5.5 Summary

Choosing a fixed direction of layout not only drastically reduces the size of

the layout tree, but also allows the partial layout equations to be augmented

by a remaining-items equation. This strengthens the condition on valid

intermediate positions, assisting in the earlier detection of dead ends. Although

the bottom-up layout game is easier to play, the top-down layout game is

easier to win.

The following chapter will consider the problem of efficient searching of the

top-down layout tree.

- 91 - A Compari son
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Chapter 6 - Layout Tree Searching

Once the form of the layout tree has been made more certain by the choice

of top-down layout, it is possible to study the effectiveness of the various

possible tree-searching procedures. All of the search strategies presented in

the chapter have been implemented and tested. The analyses presented are

based on the experience thereby obtained.

6.1 Exhaustive Search

One search procedure is exhaustive search. An exhaustive search

procedure simply searches the entire layout tree, in a depth-first

(backtracking) search, looking for valid final nodes. Remember that moving

down through the tree corresponds to adding to the partial template under

construction, combined with checking the new partial layout equations for

satisfiability, while backtracking up the tree corresponds to undoing a previous

choice, returning the partial template to a former valid state before another

possibility is tried. When a valid final node has been found, the corresponding

layout is output. We assume that the layout person has control over whether

the search procedure will then terminate, or whether It will continue to search

for further valid final nodes.

This search procedure has the advantage of simplicity. It does, however,

present certain problems. A layout tree is usually too large to search

completely in any reasonable amount of time. Assume that, at each ply, the

search procedure cycles through the various possible valid moves, trying each

in turn.. If there are only three or so items on the page, this search procedure

will be able to traverse all the possible paths through the layout tree in a

reasonable amount of time. If there are more than about three items, not all of

the tree can be searched within the time available. That part of the tree

reachable by an exhaustive search procedure will all be based on the same
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move at the first ply (since the procedure will not have exhausted the

consequences of that move yet), the same move at the second ply, and so

forth, with only the moves on the last three or so plies examined fully. This

will result in a noticable lack of variety in the final templates tested for

validity, since the top of the page will be identical in each of them. This has

two consequences.

First, all the layouts produced will look quite similar. If the top of the page

resulting from the single early choices that could be tried looks good, then this

is no problem. If, however, it represents an esthetic "mistake", then the

layouts produced will tend to be equally unacceptable.

Secondly, all the templates generated will have similar layout equations.

Experience shows that valid nodes tend to cluster together in various parts of

the tree, instead of being evenly distributed. This relates to the fact that

various early choices in building the templates are better than others for

reasons not expressible by the dichotomy of simple validity or invalidity of

partial templates. If that part of the tree visited first happens to be relatively

dense in valid final nodes, exhaustive search will be effective. If that part of

the tree has no valid final nodes, then exhaustive search will fail because of a

pragmatic "mistake" having been made early in the search.

It is possible to design a tree-searching algorithm so that it can make

certain judgements concerning the probability of the validity of descendants of

a given node in the layout tree. One such judgement, of course, is in the

distinction between validity and invalidity of a node; a more sophisticated

judgement is discussed in Section 6.5. It is also possible to design the tree-

searching algorithm so that it can make certain judgements concerning the

eventual esthetic qualities of layouts based on descendants of a given node.

One such judgement is related to the rule of trying to place the more important
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news items nearer to the top of the page than the less-important ones.'

The use of such judgements of perceived template quality can improve the

efficiency of searching, but neither of these judgements is foolproof. It will be

still possible to make mistakes in choosing the early moves which, under

exhaustive searching, cannot be taken back. Paradoxically, exhaustive

searching can fail because it can not search enough of the tree. Instead of

exhaustively searching what must be at most a very small and closely-related

part of the tree, it might be better to try to search incompletely through a

greater part of the tree. Such a search strategy will not work as well as

exhaustive search does in the best case, but it should represent an

improvement over the worst case.

6.2 Basis for Random Searching

Only a small part of the complete layout tree for any reasonably large

layout problem will be practical to search, no matter what particular search

strategy is used. The search strategy must select, from the set of all moves

that could be made, those that will actually be considered. How are these

moves to be selected?

In this thesis, the premise is that the moves are selected at random, with

probabilities related to their perceived quality. This may seem a strange

choice at first. It might seem more reasonable always to use those moves

which have the highest perceived quality, without running the risk associated

with a lower quality one. There are, however, reasons why such an analysis Is

incorrect.

As mentioned in the last section, the perceived quality of a move is not a

1. Others esthetic judgements are discussed in Chapter 7.

- 94 - Exhausti ve Search
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perfect indication of its actual worth, to which it is related only statistically. In

other words, there is uncertainty over the conditions governing the choice of a

move.. Game Theory 2 is a branch of mathematics which deals with decision-

making in uncertain situations. It shows that, in many situations where one has

a choice of strategies to be pursued, selecting randomly from the strategies

according to mathematically derived odds can lead to a higher degree of

success than simply following the most reasonable single strategy. This

suggests that such an approach might also be reasonable in searching a layout

tree, Where there.is incomplete information about the quality of possible

moves. Unfortunately, a direct application of game-theoretic analysis to this

problem seems impractical, precluding the possibility of deriving optimal odds

for the various moves. It is necessary to use rule-of-thumb measures of move
quality for this purpose. In this way, we can at least increase the probability

of success of a partial tree search.

If a probabilistically directed partial search of the tree fails to produce a

layout, the search can be repeated until a layout is found. Alternatively, the

layout person may choose to intervene after a reasonable amount of time has

passed. If a probabilistic search of the layout tree fails to produce a layout

after a reasonable amount of time, it is more reasonable to conclude that there

are either no layouts in the tree, or very few, than it would be with other

search techniques. If layouts do exist, as is usually the case, this procedure

will eventually find some. One important measure associated with such a

search procedure is the amount of time required to find the first layout, or the

first few. The use of a probabilistic search algorithm can be expected to

improve the variance of this amount of time as compared to the exhaustive-

search case, since it is not as badly affected by the clustering of the valid

2. Game Theory, despite its name, is only indirectly related to the study of games such as
chess, and to elements of that theory, such as game trees.
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nodes.3 Thus, it will increase the probability that a layout will be found within

the fixed amount of time available. Also, the layouts achieved should prove

less similar to each other than those produced in the exhaustive-search case,

increasing the set of real choices available to the layout person.

6.3 Breadth-1 Search

The breadth-1 search procedure was briefly introduced in the last chapter.

This procedure starts at the root node of the layout tree and attempts to form

a single continuous path to a valid final node by continuously adding purely

random valid moves. Eventually, either a valid final node Is reached, In which

case the corresponding layout is output, or a dead end is reached, in which

case the algor thm starts again from the beginning.

Discarding the entire path thus constructed might not be the optimal

strategy here. However, it does have the advantage of simplicity, and is not

totally unjustified. It is known that the path leads nowhere, and It is not known

which particular move or sequence of moves is to blame for this. Starting an

entirely new path represents cutting our losses, rather than continuing to spend

time trying to patch the path.

This algorithm will eventually produce layouts. As might be expected, it

performs less well as the number of news items grows. Its implementation,

however, is quite simple. At each intermediate point, there is somepartial

template representing the current position, from which a new position is chosen

by randomly selecting from among the set of possible legal moves until a valid

3. Rabin [Rabin 76] has studied the class of probabilistic algorithms, and shows that the
time performance of many algorithms can be improved through the use of randomization.
For example, certain sorting algorithms have good average-case running times, but bad
worst-case times. If the inputs to such an algorithm are first randomized, then all sets of
inputs of a given size Will have an expected running time equal to the average running time
of the algorithm for sets of input of that size.
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one is found.

6.4 Breadth-N Search

One improvement on breadth-1 search is to let the set of current positions

kept at each ply be of size N, for some constant N possibly greater than 1.
Here, each step of the search involves choosing N valid moves from the moves

possible from the N current positions. (Of course, there will be only one

current position, the empty template, at the start, and exceptional numbers of
dead ends may force a smaller number of current positions at other plies.) At

the end of a successful search, there will be N final layouts produced. This
search strategy will be called breadth-N search. If N=1, then breadth-N search

is the same as breadth-1 search.

On the average, we can see that this procedure will take-approximately N
times as much time as breadth-1 search, ignoring the occurrence of dead ends.

On the other hand, dead ends do occur frequently, and are the source of the
potential superiority of breadth-N search over breadth-1 search.

Consider a layout tree for five items, where each valid node has a 0.5
chance of being a dead end, except for the root node and final nodes. With

breadth-1 search, there is a chance of only 0.54, or 0.0625, that a layout.will

be found in one pass, requiring an average of 16 passes to find a layout Athe 4
in the exponent comes from the fact that there are. four moves following the
first). With breadth-2 search, the probability that both of the current positions

will be a dead end is only 0.25, giving a 0.75 chance of success at single ply,
and a 0.75, or 0.316, chance of success in one pass, requiring an average of
only 3.16 passes. Thus, a doubling of the amount of work performed at each
ply can lead to the number of passes through the tree being better than

halved. Further increases in N lead to further overall improvements, up to a
point, after which the probable number of passes becomes so close to unity
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that diminishing returns set in.

The above analysis is quite simplistic. To confirm its results, an

experiment was performed in which the complete top-down layout tree for the

Tech Talk example given in Chapter 5 was used to simulate the breadth-N

search procedure for various values of N, thereby determining the expected

amounts of time that would be required. This required the simulation of

several hundred searches for each N, more than would be practical if the

complete layout tree were not available. Figure 6-1 shows the expected

times as a function of N. Time is expressed in seconds, estimated from

performance measurements of the layout program. The curve represents the

amount of time required to achieve one layout4 The vertical lines for each N

See.

30.

2o-

4

05

Figure 6-1. Average Times for Breadth-N Search for Tech Talk Example.

4. Of course, for large N,' not much more time would be required to achieve some number
of layouts after the first..
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represent 90% bounds for the distribution of the times.

As can be seen, the expected time reaches a minimum here at N = 2, and

then increases with increasing N.1 The variance in the amount of time required

decreases with increasing N. Thus, breadth-N search can be seen to represent

an improvement on the less-general breadth-i search.

For the sake of interest, part of the equivalent graph for the bottom-up

layout tree for the Tech Talk example is shown in Figure 6-2. For this

example, it achieves approximately the same minimum expected time, but at a

sec.

63do

OD .4

l0w N

L
0

Figure 6-2. Average Times for
(Bottom--Up Layout).

Breadth-N Search for Tech Talk Example

5. The irregularities in the curve are probably caused. by the finite sample size.
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relatively greater N, reflecting the greater proportion of dead ends in the

bottom-up layout tree. It is believed that the optimum value of N also grows

as the number of items increases.

In the above analysis of breadth-N search, it was stated that an increase in

the number of current positions would lead to a certain decrease in the

probability of failure at .a given ply. There was an implicit assumption that the

probabilities of failure of each of the individual positions were statistically

independent. To the extent that this is true, the analysis is correct. At the

other extreme, if the probabilities of failure were perfectly correlated, then

breadth-N search will be no more successful than breadth-1 search, but will

require N times as much work. In general, some correlation between the

probabilities of failure of the current positions will lead to some decrease In

the effective breadth of search.

This consideration suggests that there should be some attempt made to

keep the set of current positions uncorrelated. Consider breadth-2 search. At

the first ply, there will be two current positions, from which two new positions

are selected. These two current positions are "brothers" in the layout tree. If

the two new positions at the second ply are based on different old positions,

then they will be "cousins" in the tree to each other. If they are both based on

the same old position, however, then they will themselves be brothers. For the

Tech Talk top-down layout tree, analysis shows that the coefficient of

correlation of eventual failure is 0.289 between brothers but only 0.008

between cousins.

This leads to differences in effectiveness between the possible ways to

select the next N positions. One possibility is to assign all of the descendants

of the N current positions equal weights. Another is to divide the descendants

into N sets, based on which of the N current positions they are derived from,

give each of these sets equal aggregate weight, and give the members of each
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set equal weight among themselves. In other words, to pick a move to check

for validity, it will be necessary first to pick at random a current position on

which to base it, and then to pick at random one of the legal moves from that

position.

Certain of the current positions will have more valid moves than will

others, usually because they simply have more legal moves. Here, the former
"one-bucket" approach will tend to give more weight to such such positions

than will the latter "N-bucket" approach. On the other hand, If certain positions

have a higher proportion of valid moves than others (that is, if they are more
"robust"), then N-bucket move selection will tend to give them higher weight

Experience and experimentation show the N-bucket approach to work better.

One-bucket, move selection has too great a tendency to select multiple

descendants of the same prolific current position; prolificy Is less of an

indication of quality than is robustness.

An improvement that works even better is to similarly subdivide the moves

in each of the N sets, depending on which item is being inserted by the move.

This keeps moves involving independent pictures, which have only one possible

top height, from being swamped by moves involving stories, which can have

several. possible top heights. Otherwise, moves inserting independent pictures

have much lower aggregate probability than moves inserting stories, producing

a tendency toward leaving pictures to be inserted last, which is unpleasing

esthetically as well as difficult practically.

A further possible improvement to ensure that brothers occur as seldom as

possible might be never to pick more than one move from the same current

position, unless this becomes necessary because of the occurrence of dead

ends. Such a method might reduce the number of passes necessary, but,
experience shows, requires a roughly equivalent increase in the amount of time
spent at each ply.. Some of the positions are simply difficult to get valid moves
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from, being close to failure though not yet failing (this concept is explored more

closely in the following section). The expense of squeezing the inferior moves

from these positions does not seem to be reasonable.

6.5 Breadth-(N,N2) Search

In the previous chapter, the concept of residue was-introduced, as a

measure of the difference between the amount of space available for the

remaining items and the sum of the areas of those news items. The amount of

residue decreases monotonically as one moves downward on a path through the

layout tree. If the amount of residue -ever becomes negative, this signals an

invalid position. Figure 6-3 shows how the average amount of residue

decreased in one particular breadth-10 search of a layout tree for a layout

problem with 12 items (such a large value of N as 10 is used to provide a

smoother graph). The first few items are all laid out on the top line. The

amount of residue cannot decrease while they are being laid out, except for

very small amount related to new-found knowledge of exact headline sizes.
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Figure 6-3. Decrease of Amount of Residue in Breadth-10 Search.
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After the first few items, the amount of residue begins to drop almost linearly,

until it approaches zero. At this point, many moves would lead to negative

residue; these, being invalid, are ignored. Still, the amount of residue moves

asymptotically closer to zero, making it harder and harder to find a valid move.

During the linear section of the curve, no effort is being made to try to

minimize the amount of residue lost, which is why the curve approaches zero so

rapidly. If the amount of residue associated with a position could be directly

computed, however, such information could be used to avoid this situation. To

compute the residue, we can remember that the remaining-items equation is of

the form:

space remaining area remaining (6-1)

for symbolic "space remaining" and numerical "area remaining". This equation is

used to form a set of augmented partial layout equations, which are then

checked to see if any solution exists. A different approach would be, instead

of including this equation explicitly in the set of layout equations, to use linear

programming to maximize the "space remaining" within the constraints given by

the other equations." The known total area of the remaining items can then be

subtracted from this quantity to compute the residue. If the residue is non-

negative, then the position is valid. Moreover, the exact amount of residue is

thereby known and can be used to judge the quality of the position.

A relatively large amount of residue remaining can be viewed as an

indication that a position is more likely than average to have valid descendants.

To understand this, consider that a position has some number of possible legal

sequences of moves following it. Each of these uses up some amount of

residue. The greater the amount of available residue associated with the

6. This is done implicitly by the bottom-up equation solution method discussed in the
previous chapter.
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current position, the greater the proportion of these move sequences that will

be valid.

Another measure of position quality that can be used in conjunction with

the amount of residue is the total area of the remaining items. In general,

templates with the larger items placed at the top of the page are more

successful than those with the large items placed at the bottom of the page.7

Thus, a template with a smaller "area remaining" should tend to be chosen over

templates with larger ones. The smaller items will be easier to place than

would larger ones. One numerical measure of position quality that experience

has proven useful is (residue)/(area remaining). When this expression is

maximized, this tends to maximize the amount of residue while minimizing the

area remaining. This function will be used as the criterion function related to

the probability of valid descendants of a position. Note that, since residue =

space remaining - area remaining, maximizing the criterion function is the same

as maximizing (space remaining)/(area remaining), which seems reasonable,

considering the overall relation in layout problems between this factor and ease

of layout. - This relation is explored in more depth in Appendix i. Note that this

criterion function predicts that it is harder to solve layout problems with news

items all of the same size, or nearly so, than it is to solve problems with the

same number of items but where there is a great dissimilarity in sizes, since

the maximum decrease of the "area left" in the first case Is less than in the

second. Experience shows this to be the case.

The availability of a criterion function leads to breadth-(N,N2 search.

Here, there are-N1 current positions, and there are N2 valid descendants

chosen, where N2?N1; the value of the criterion function is computed for each

7. This criterion is related to the numerical probability of template success, and should
not be confused with the esthetic criterion whereby important news items should be placed
near the top of the page, although these two criteria usually work toward the same goals.
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Finally, the N, of these wiTh the highest values of the criterion function are

chosen as theN1 new current positions. Of course, If N1 =N2, then

breadth-(N,N2) search is equivalent to breadth-N search.

This procedure gives roughly the same results as would be obtained by
selecting N1 valid moves with all valid moves being weighted according to their
values of the criterion function, but requires the computation of the criterion

function for only N2 valid positions. Checking for validity, of course, takes time,
so it is desirable to limit checking to as few positions as possible.

Figure 6-4 shows the results of using breadth-(10,15) search. As can be
seen, the amount of residue decreases significantly more slowly with

breadth-(10,15) search than with breadth-10 search, since the effort to keep

the residue large begins earlier. The presence of upward slopes on this curve
may seem confusing at first, since adding to a partial template can only

decrease the residue left, not increase it. Actually, this curve represents the
average amount of residue in the ten positions at each ply. At plies where
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proportionately many of the positions are derived from a relatively small set of

high-residue positions in the previous ply, the average amount of residue can,

and sometimes does, increase.

This consideration points out that breadth-(N,N2) search does tend toward

the selection of somewhat correlated positions at a given ply, where the

correlation is related to the values of the criterion formula. This correlation is

related to a correlation between the probabilities of failure of the positions,

and thus works partially at cross purposes to the principle expressed in the

previous section of selecting uncorrelated positions. Still, moderate use of

breadth-(N,N2 ) search can result in faster layout.

Figure 6-5 illustrates the expected amount of time required for

breadth-(N1 ,N 2) layout for various values of N1 and N2, for the Tech Talk

example. These figures were obtained in a similar way to the breadth-N

figures. The minimum is reached here at (N1,N2) = (2,4), with an average time

FIggd

Figure 6-5. Average Times for Breadth-(N1 ,N2) Search for Tech Talk
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of 6.1 seconds. This shows that breadth-(N,N2) search can provide a

significant improvement over the less general breadth-N search.

6.6 Other Approaches

Other approaches to searching layout trees are possible. However, none of

the alternatives tested seem as well adapted to the particular nature of layout

trees as the ones described above. It seems that any efficient searching

algorithm should be based on one of these.

One approach that has not been completely tested is the possibility of

variable-breadth search, where the breadth of -the search can vary with the

depth of the ply. This would let the breadth increase toward the bottom of the

tree, where proportionately more work is needed to avoid dead ends. Such an

increase can be effective, but it seems difficult to formulate general rules of

when and by how much the breadth should be increased for the best results.

A limiting case of the above is to increase the breadth toward infinity near

the end of the search, which is the same as having a randomly ordered

exhaustive search. Doing so for the final ply is effective, since further layouts

can thus be achieved cheaply, though they will be similar to the earlier ones.

Doing so for forming the next-to-final ply is also effective,8 but doing so any

earlier requires too many positions to be checked.

6.7 Summary

This chapter has examined the problem of searching through a layout tree.

A simple exhaustive search is shown to be inappropriate, and a partial

probabilistic search to be more promising. A series of probabilistic search

8. In such a case, keeping lists of all the current positions will be too space-consuming,
since their number will be so great. Instead, a backtracking search should be used,
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techniques was considered, culminating in a breadth-(N,N2) search with a fast

exhaustive search at the end. Experience and experimentation show this

method to be the best of the ones considered. Success In achieving layouts

was the measure of quality of a search technique used in this chapter.

Now that it is clear that layouts can be reached by searching the layout

tree, the next chapter is devoted to the related problem of achieving

esthetically pleasing layouts.
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Chapter 7 - Template Esthetics

7.1 Basic Procedure

Preceding chapters have shown how layouts for a given layout problem

may be generated by searching the layout tree for valid final nodes. The

procedures shown, although adequate for their task of finding some layout

made no special effort to find a "good-looking" layout.

The rules of template grammar given in Chapter 3 are hard-and-fast rules

on template construction, which may never be violated. They are few in

number and provide only enough restrictions on the form of templates to allow

the layout procedures to operate. There are other rules which one might wish

to state, which make more subtle judgements on template quality. Such.rules

may be broken, but layouts will tend to be of better quality if they are not. On

the other hand, these rules give only a partial indication of template quality.

The approach used to implement such rules will be to have the moves

selected for consideration tend to be moves judged esthetically good. Thus,

we will in effect be combining the criterion function described in the last

chapter, which judges- a partial template on a numerical basis related to its

perceived ability to produce layouts, with esthetic criteria related to how

good-looking the template is perceived to be. This could present a problem If

these criteria tended to oppose each other. In actual practice, this does not

seem to be the case. All of the esthetic criteria considered here seem at

worst to make no real difference in the probability of a successful layout, and

many seem to improve the probability. This interesting fact is possibly due to

the tendency on the part of newspaper readers (and especially editors) to

consider commonly used layout types as esthetically pleasing, coupled with 'the

tendency on the part of newspaper layout people to produce layouts which are

easy to achieve.
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This chapter considers a representative set of possible rules governing

template esthetics. These rules make their judgement based solely on the form

of the template or partial template. Thus, they cannot incorporate certain

judgements based on numerical properties of the eventual layout. For

example, it is considered poor form to have a headline placed exactly half-way

down the first page of a. section, since that is where the fold in the paper

occurs. It is hard to see how such a consideration could be detected in the

framework of basing esthetic criteria on properties of the templates alone.

As was argued in the last chapter, rules for move selection are best used.

as the basis for the assignment of probabilities in a probabilistic search of the

layout tree. One satisfactory way to implement these esthetic rules is to use

them to assign a numerical quality factor to each legal move, and to use this

factor to control the random selection of legal moves for testing for validity.'

Each time a legal move is to be chosen, the probability that a given move will

be selected is proportional to its quality factor. This bias will affect the order

in which the moves are chosen, and will tend to have the more highly rated

moves chosen before the lower rated ones. Since the search procedures

discussed in the previous chapter require only some certain number of valid

moves, this method will tend to make the chosen moves be more esthetically

pleasing than average.

These esthetic rules will be rules on the form of final templates, and will

list certain bad features which should not be present. These bad features can

be detected when they are incorporated into partial templates. For each newly

constructed partial template, there might be some set of bad features present

in it which were not detectable in its immediate predecessor. Each of these

bad features can be considered to have some numerical weight, associated with

1. In case of a multiple-bucket selection procedure, such as described in the last chapter,
each bucket should have assigned to it a derived aggregate quality.
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its severity; the worse the feature, the greater the weight. The sum of these

weights can be used to generate the quality factor for each position. One

formula for the quality factor that has been found useful is 1/(1+surn). Thus,

the poorer a position, the greater the sum of the weights for the position,- thus

the less the quality factor, and the less the probability that the position will be

selected.

The rules listed here are only part of the set of possible esthetic rules. In

experimental implementations, the choice of which rules to include, and what

weights to assign to them, was based on experience. Further research is

needed to understand this problem better.

7.2 Item Shapes

Templates containing extremely unusual item shapes are undesirable. For

example, in the template shown in Figure 7-1, the topmost item has an

obviously undesirable shape. This item violates the convexity rule, which

states that there should not be such holes in the shapes of items (i.e., no

horizontal line drawn through an item should pass through the item twice or

more). 2 Violations of the convexity rule should be given great weight, except

Figure 7-1. Template with Item of Unusual Shape.

2. The presence of this feature could not be detected at the point when the second item
was inserted, since there would be no way of knowing that the third item would not be
inserted immediately to the right of the second item, extending to the end of the row. Such
a placement would result in a shape for the top item that did not violate the convexity rule.
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possibly for the common case shown in Figure 7-2, where one item is centered

beneath the other and the overall shape of the two items Is rectangular.

Another example of a strange template item shape is the top item in the

template shown in Figure 7-3. It is hard to say exactly how bad a layout

based on this template will look, since the numerical dimensions are not knowN

but it is reasonable to assign some weight against moves that drastically

reduce the width of a template item.

Figure 7-2. Possible Exception to the Convexity Rule.

Figure 7-3. Template with Item of Unusual Shape.
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7.3 Importance Ranking

The relative importances of news items can be provided to the layout

program in the hope that the eventual layout will have the more important

items near the top of- the page, and the less important items near the bottom.

Taking into account the fact that the more important items tend to be the

larger, and that the breadth-(N,N2) search procedure already tends to place

larger items nearer the top of the page, it would be possible to let this suffice

as a treatment of importance ranking. Otherwise, giving some weight to the

presence of unimportant items near the top of the template is reasonable.

7.4 Headline Bumping

In a layout such as the one shown in Figure 7-4, the headlines of the two

stories on the top row are said bump, since they are directly adjacent

Bumping headlines are undesirable visually. Such a condition can usually be

detected when constructing the template, and should be assigned a weight On

Figure 7-4. Example of Headline Bumping.
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the other hand, given only a template such as:

A A B B B

C C C- -

it is impossible to tell what the relative heights of the tops of C and D are. If

h is zero or near-zero in the final layout, this will cause the headlines to

bump, but this cannot be detected in the template, since it depends on

numerical knowledge found only in the layout and not in the template.

However, such an occurrence tends to be relatively improbable, especially with

the asynchronous layout procedure discussed in Chapter 8.

7.5 Pictures

Templates with pictures that touch each other are less desirable than they

would be otherwise. Cases such as the one shown in Figure 7-5 can be

Figure 7-5. Example of Picture Bumping.
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detected by the same procedures that detect headline bumping. That is, the

top of each item can be Considered to be either headline or picture at the left,

and headline or picture at the right. A story with no dependent pictures is

headline-headline, an independent picture is picture-picture, a story in Format

1 is picture-headline, and so forth. Headlines bump against headlines, and

pictures bump against pictures. Other undesirable cases include such layouts

as the ones shown in Figure 7-6, in which pictures are positioned adjacent to

each other in other manners.

Caution should be exerted when choosing the weights associated with the

violations of these rules, or of any of the esthetic rules. Since there are so

many bad template features potentially associated with pictures, this can

produce a tendency not to choose partial templates containing pictures, since

such partial templates tend to be judged of lower quality, such lower quality

being difficult to avoid. One partial solution to this problem is also to include

esthetic rules against leaving pictures to be inserted last, but such a rule might

Figure 7-6. Examples of Undesirable Picture Placements.
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prove difficult to control.

7.6 Summary

This section has presented a basic procedure whereby template selection

may be directed toward the production of esthetically pleasing templates. The

definition of such templates is embodied in a set of esthetic rules, the

violations of which are assigned various weights. These rules may be broken,

but only at the cost of a reduced probability that such templates will be

selected.

The exact choice of rules and their associated weights is an implementation

decision. Implementations to date have made this decision based solely on

experience.
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Chapter 8 - Asynchronous Layout

8.1 Introduction

The layout equations associated with a particular template place

constraints on the set of layouts possible with the template. This chapter

considers certain additional layout equations which outlaw a certain class of

undesirable layouts. The additional constraints thereby incorporated, however,

make the generation of layouts very difficult, -since the constraints are so

strong as to drastically reduce the number of valid nodes in the layout tree.

This chapter also introduces a change in the method of generating layout

equations from a template, in order to make the relationship between template

and layout more flexible and to allow a single template to correspond to a

greater class of layouts. This change leads. to an increase in the number of

valid nodes in the layout tree sufficient to allow the additional layout equations

mentioned above to be used.

8.2 Leading Factors

The preceding chapters have presented a method whereby a given set of

news items can be laid out in a given newshole. In the resulting layout, each

news item is allocated an amount of space which is greater than or equal to the

area it is known to need. This allocation of space includes a distribution of the.

available residue among the various items; the residue present in a particular

layout item will represent leading or some other form of unused space.' Each

item in the layout will have an associated leading factor, which indicates the

ratio between the amount of residue assigned to the item and the area of the

item. For example, if an item with an area of 1000 column-points Is assigned

1. Technically, only text areas can be leaded. However, analogous procedures are
possible with headlines and, to an extent, pictures.
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1050 column-points of space, this corresponds to 50 column-points of residue,

or a 5% leading factor.

In general, we can observe that layouts with extreme discrepancies among

the leading factors of the various items on the page will be less pleasing

visually than layouts where the leading factors are more nearly equal. As we

have seen, there are typically many possible solutions to the linear

programming problem represented by a set of layout equations, one solution for

each point inside the basic feasible region. Of course, all of these layouts will

be based on the same template, and will therefore differ from each other only

in the particular values of the height variables. Of these solutions, some will

be more desirable than others, because of their particular distribution of

leading factors. Certain mathematical techniques (such as coefficient ranging or

quadratic programming) can be used in conjunction with linear programming to

produce final layouts where the leading factors of the items are as nearly equal

as possible within the constraints imposed by the layout equations.

In some cases, this will not be good enough. Even the particular solution to

the layout equations that minimizes the differences among the leading factors

might still represent an undesirable layout, because of unfortunate constraints

imposed by the layout equations. Consider, for example, the template:

A A B B BC

D D D- - -

--- E E E

Assume that the average leading factor on the page (i.e. the ratio between the

total residue on the page and the sum of the areas of the news items) is 5%,

and that news item B is equal in area to news item A. This template, however,

requires that the space allocated to B be at least 50% greater than that

allocated to A, since the space allocated to B is 3 hi + 2 h2, whereas the
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space allocated to A is only 2 hi. It is possible, although improbable, that

layouts could exist for such a layout problem and for such a template, but in

any such layout, B's leading factor will be at least 50% (since A's leading factor

is at least 0%). Any leading factor so much larger than the average.leeding

factor on the page can be judged totally unacceptable.

8.3 Additional Layout Equations

Templates which have no layouts with appropriate leading factors can be

considered to have no layouts at all. Such templates can be outlawed by the

use of additional layout equations, which set maximum leading factors

permissible for the various items. Thus, the only layouts generated will be

layouts with acceptable leading factors.

Such an additional layout equation, for a typical item, will be of the form:

space allocated for item 5 maximum space allowable (8-1)

where the right-hand side of the equation is some constant which represents

the maximum amount of space which should be allowed to be allocated to the

item. A reasonable value is an amount 15% greater than the maximum area

possible for the item,2 resulting in a maximum leading factor of 15%. Of course,

the leading factors of most of the items in the layouts produced can be

expected to be less than 15%, which is simply the maximum leading factor

deemed at all acceptable.

Remembering that the area equation for the item is of the form:

space allocated for item?: minimum space allowable (8-2)

2. For items where text can be cut, or where pictures may be cropped, or where
headlines may be rewritten, there is no one area associated with the item, but rather a
range of values.
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where the minimum space allowable is simply the minimum possible area for the

item, we can consider Equation 8-1 as also being a type of area equation. The

two area equations for each item both have the same symbolic left-hand side,

but differ in their numerical right-hand sides. Together, these two. area

equations set numerical bounds on the amount of space that can be permitted

to be allocated for the item.

In addition to the inclusion of the new area equations in the set of layout

equations, a new remaining-items equation along the same lines must also be

included in sets of partial layout equations. This remaining-items equation is of

the form:

space remaining 5 maximum space allowable (8-3)

where the maximum space allowable is the sum of the maximum amounts of

space allowable for each of the items remaining.

8.4 A Problem

The use of these additions to the set of layout equations will lead only to

layouts with reasonable leading factors. Unfortunately, experience shows that

they tend in general to make it extremely difficult to find such layouts. In fact,

it was found impossible to determine experimentally any reliable figures on

how much more difficult the new equations make the layout problem; these

equations make layouts, so rare that, for most layout problems tested, no

layouts at all could be generated within a reasonable period of time. It is to be

expected that the addition of restrictions on possible layouts will make layouts

harder to find; what is unexpected is that these restrictions on maximum

leading factors make layouts so much harder to find.

The inclusion of the additional area equations, by making the set of layout

equations much more restrictive, vastly increases the. number of dead ends in
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the layout tree, thereby reducing the occurrence of successful layouts. The

approach taken in this thesis is to make certain changes In the nature of .the

layout equations which, by independently increasing the-incidence of successful

layouts, help to offset this effect. These changes are discussed below.

8.5 Definition

In almost all templates, certain items appear above certain others. For

example, in the template:

A A A B B B

C C C - - -

A appears above C, and B appears above D. For any template, these

relationships define a partial ordering on. the positions of the tops of the items.

Obviously, if item X appears above item Y in the template, it must also do so in

the layout. This partial ordering, like any other, is transitive, in that if X Is

above Y and Y is above Z, then X is defined to be above Z.

The layout equations as presented so far, however, define a total ordering

on the positions of the tops of the items. For example, for the template above

even though C is not above D, C's top is constrained by the layout equations to

be above (or at the same height as) D's top in the final layout. Asynchronous

layout is a manner of generating layout equations in such a way that

unnecessary relations, such as the relation between the positions of the tops of

C and D, are not included in the necessary conditions stated in the layout

equations; this is opposed to synchronous layout, presented in the previous

chapters, where these relations are included as necessary conditions. With

asynchronous layout, the above template can be used to generate layouts

where D's top is positioned higher than C's top, as well as the reverse case
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(and of course the special case where they both have the same height).

The method used is a change in. the nature of the layout equations. Instead
of a simple sequential set of height variables h, h2 and h3 used in the

synchronous case, the asynchronous layout equations are based on other types

of height variables. For the template shown above, let the height variable hAc
represent the vertical distance between the top of A and the top of C.
Similarly, let hBD represent the vertical distance between the top of B and the
top of D. The height variable hC* represents the distance between the top of
C and the bottom of the newshole, and hD* represents the distance between
the top of D and the bottom of the newshole. These height variables do not
represent the heights of template rows as in the synchronous case; rather, they
represent the heights between the tops of items and either the tops-of the

items directly below or the bottom of the newshole.

For this template, the asynchronous layout equations are shown in Table

8-1. The first equation is the non-negative condition on the asynchronous
height variables. The next two equations are the height equations; two

separate height equations are needed here. The next four equations are the

area equations for the four items. It may be seen that these asynchronous

layout equations embody the same constraints on the layouts produced as do

Table 8-I. Asynchronous Layout Equations for Example.

hAc, hBD, hc*, hD* O

hAc + hc* = height of newshole

h + h0* = height of newshole

3 hAC area (A)
3 h5D area (B)
3 hc* 2:area (C)
3 hD* area (D)
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the equivalent synchronous layout equations, except that they allow D's top to

appear higher than C's (since hAC may be less than hBD, although hi Is never

less than h1 +h2). In short, the relative heights of items in the template do not

unnecessarily carry over into the layout; layout items may have any reasonable

heights, which are not totally "synchronized" with the relative heights of the

template items.

Consider a more complicated example. For the asynchronous template:

A A A B B B

C C C - - -

E E E E- -

the asynchronous layout equations are shown in Table 8-Il. The first equation

states the non-negative condition on the height variables. The next two

equations are the height equations. One is necessary for each item which

Table 8-11. Asynchronous Layout Equations for Example.

hAC, D, h6 , hCE hD* hE* 0

hAc + hCE + hE* = height of newshole
hBD + hD0 = height of newshole

3 hAC ?area (A)
hBE + 2 hBD area (B)

3 hCE area (C)

2 hD* area (D)
4 hE* area (E)

hoE headline height of B + increment
hoD headline height of B + Increment

hAC + hCE = hE
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touches the bottom of the newshole.? The next five equations are the area

equations for the five template items. The next two equations are the

headline equations for B (only item B has a non-rectangular shape); since both

E and D appear under B, and since their relative heights are not known, two

headline equations are necessary. The last equation is a new type of equation,

called a synchronization equation; when E is inserted into the template, it cuts

across two independent sections of the template (that is, it lies beneath both B

and C), necessitating a synchronization equation to state that the height of the

top of E is the same in both sections. (Indeed, the height equations may

themselves be considered a special form of synchronization equation, forced by

the occurrence of the bottom of the newshole.)

In the asynchronous layout equations shown, no statement is made about

the relative heights of the tops of C and D, or of D and E; such restrictions are

considered unnecessary. On the other hand, the asynchronous layout equations

do require that, for example, the top of B be higher -than the top of E, since

such a restriction is obviously required by the fact that B is above E in the

template.

8.6 Evaluation

Synchronous templates, since they define total orderings, place restrictions

on the relative heights of all of their items. They are often inappropriate for

particular layout problems because of the relative sizes of the news items; in

such. cases,' they might lead either to no layout, or to excessively leaded ones.

To understand the connection between these two possibilities, consider that

excessive leading is caused by the transfer, under the control of the layout

equations, of an excessive amount of residue into one or more of the layout

3. If the newshole is non-rectangular, there must be a separate height equation, along
with a separate height variable, for each distinct place that an Item touches the bottom of
the newshole.
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items. If the layout equations force the transfer of more residue than is

available, then there is no solution. If they force no more than is available,

they can.still cause excessive leading factors in one or more of the Items.

The equivalent asynchronous templates are more flexible in the sets of

layouts they can produce, and in the sets of item sizes they are appropriate

for. Therefore, asynchronous layout is inherently more efficient than

synchronous layout. To understand this, consider that each asynchronous

template can correspond to a number of synchronous templates, where each

synchronous template represents some permutation of the relative heights of
certain items. Since the asynchronous template will be valid if any of these

synchronous templates are valid, it has a greater chance of being valid than a

single one of the synchronous templates. Interestingly enough, even though

each asynchronous template can correspond to more than one synchronous

template, the total number of asynchronous templates is the same as the total

number of synchronous templates, since they have the same template grammar.
This is because more than one asynchronous template can have the same" set of

layout equations, making such asynchronous templates equivalent. Thus, the

same asynchronous template may be possible to generate in a number of ways,

corresponding to alternative orderings of the placement of the template items.

Even though these items are placed top-down in the template, they are not

necessarily being placed top-down in the resulting layout. Although this leads

to a repetiti3n of equivalent templates in the layout tree, this causes no real
problem here when probabilistic search, which considers only part of the tree

in any case, is used.

Asynchronous layout owes its efficiency also to the fact that it allows fewer
ways to force the transfer of residue into layout items. For example, in the

synchronous template:
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A A A B B

C C C- - -

-- D- D0

if item D were larger than item C, this would force residue into item C (since

item C is constrained to have at least the same amount of space allocated to it

as item D). On the other hand, this particular case of forced transfer does not

occur in asynchronous layout.

We see, then, that asynchronous layout simplifies the search for layouts,

since it increases the occurrence of valid nodes in the layout tree. The use of

asynchronous layout can help to counteract the decrease in the occurrence of

valid nodes caused by the use of additional layout equations to set maximum

leading factors. In fact, we can expect asynchronous layout to be especially

useful here, since it lowers the probability of an unallowable residue transfer

which would result in a violation of the new layout equations. Experience

shows that.this is indeed the case, and that that a combination of asynchronous

layout with the additional layout equations is effective, and that layout

programs using the two techniques together are only slightly slower than those

using neither. This is considered a reasonable price to pay for the assurance

of appropriately leaded layouts.

There are some miscellaneous special problems caused by the use of

asynchronous layout, relating to the fact that the template bears a less direct

relation to the resulting layout. For example, in an asynchronous template such

as:
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A A A A A A

B B - - - -

-- C C - -

the shape of. A in the layout will not necessarily be that shown in the template,

depending on the relative heights of B, C, and D. In particular, the shape of A

can vi olate the convexity rule of Section 7.2 if C is placed higher than both B

and D in the final layout. Similarly, in the asynchronous template:

A A B B B

C C - - -

E E - - -

where items C and D correspond to pictures, it is impossible to tell whether C

and D will border on each other in the final layout. These examples show that

the great computational advantages of asynchronous layout are combined with a

slight decrease in the ability to make esthetic judgements on asynchronous

templates; both the advantage and the disadvantage stem from the more

flexible relationship between template and final layout.

.7 Summary

Rtestrictions on the maximum amounts of space allocated to layout items can

be expressed as additions to the set of layout equations. Such equations are

practical to solve only in the case of asynchronous layout, which makes the

connection between template and layout more flexible.
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Chapter 9 - Examples of System Operation

9.1 The Experimental Implementation

To test the validity of the approaches to news layout described In the
preceding chapters, several experimental Implementations were prepared at
various stages of the research. These implementations were programmed In
MacLisp, a dialect of Lisp, running on a DECsystem-10 computer.

The most recent, the most complete, and the most effective of these
experimental implementations uses top-down asynchronous layout, with
breadth-(N,N2) search of the layout tree; for the sake of experimental
flexibility, this implementation allows the user to choose. N1 and N2 dynamically
at each ply. All of the layout equations described in the preceding chapters
are implemented, including the additional area equations described in Chapter 8
for. setting maximum leading factors. All of the particular esthetic rules listed
in Chapter 7 are included. For the sake of simplicity, this Implementation
incorporates only story-picture formats 1, 2 and 3; therefore, it allows stories
to have at most one dependent picture. This Implementation was used to
generate the example layouts in this chapter.

As shown below, this implementation has proven its ability to produce
layouts for the problems given it, taking less time than it Is estimated would be
required if the layout were done by hand. This is especially impressive
considering the relatively slow instruction execution rate (about 300,000
instructions per second) of the particular computer used.
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9.2 Example Layouts

This chapter shows the results of applying the experimental implementation

to several news layout problems taken from actual newspapers. For each of

these example problems, a page from a newspaper was selected, and a layout

problem prepared from it. The layout program then operated on the layout

problem to produce a set of possible layouts. Onelayout was chosen manually,

and a page was pasted up using the specified layout and news items cut from

the original page.

For each story to be laid out, the maximum leading factor for text was set

at 15%.' A set of possible headline widths and heights was generated from the

headline used in the original layout; the maximum leading factor for headlines

was approximately 15%, based on a formula related to the number of lines In

the headline. Picture heights were constrained to be at most 10% larger or

smaller than they appeared in the original layout, to simulate the range of

cropping factors typically possible. It is believed that these constraints are, If

anything, less flexible than those found in real newspaper layout. For example,

in actual practice, headlines can easily be made larger or smaller as needed,

text can be cut, pictures can be cropped more, and so forth.

9.2.1 Boston Globe Examples

This section shows layouts generated for pages taken from various daily

editions of the Boston Globe.

1. That is to say, 15% was the absolute maximum leading factor that could be tolerated.
Actual leading factors in the generated layout could be expected to be somewhat less.
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9.2.1.1 First Example

Figure 9-1 shows a layout generated for the items on Page 3 of the

Boston Globe on January 10, 1978. The sandwich (the boxed copy appearing
in the text area) in the First-Blacks story was included in the text length in the
layout problem. This layout was produced in 19 seconds of CPU time. In all,

four layouts were produced in one pass of the layout algorithm, the first being
generated after 11 seconds of CPU time and the last after 19 seconds, at

which point the pass terminated. In this example, as in the others, the values
of N1 and N2 were chosen large enough so as virtually to guarantee a layout

being achieved in one pass, making the amounts of time for the various

examples more nearly comparable. Of course, use of the optimal values of N

and N2, if they were known, would resultin a reduction In the expected time

f or a layout.

9.2.1.2 Second Example

Figure 9-2 shows a layout generated for the items on Page 3 of the

Boston Globe on January 11, 1978. The kicker (the smaller headline appearing

over the main headline) in the Councilman-Deficit story was included in the

headline height in the layout problem. This layout was produced in-1 minute 53

seconds of CPU time. In all, two layouts were produced in one pass of the
layout algorithm, the first .being generated after 1 minute 52 seconds of CPU

time; the pass required 2 minutes 7 seconds.

9.2.1.3 Third Example

Figure 9-3 shows a layout generated for the items on Page 3 of the

Boston Globe on April 21, 1977. This layout was produced in 2 minutes 52
seconds of CPU time, in all, ten layouts were produced in one pass of the

layout algorithm, the first being generated after 2 minutes and 40 seconds of
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Figure 9-3. Layout for Third Boston Globe Example.
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CPU time; the pass required 4 minutes 2 seconds.

9.2.1.4 Fourth Example

Figure 9-4 shows a layout generated for the Items on Page 3 of the

Boston Globe on March 10, 1977. The format for the '73-Murders story was

manually changed from Format 1, produced by the layout program, to the format

shown for esthetic reasons. This layout was produced In 5 seconds of CPU

time. In all, four layouts were produced In one pass of the layout algorithm of

which this was the first; the pass required 13 seconds.

9.2.1.5 Fifth Example

Figure 9-5 shows a layout generated for the items on Page 3 of the

Boston Globe on May 14, 1977. This layout was produced in 2 minutes 20

seconds of CPU time. In all, four layouts were produced in one pass of the

layout algorithm, of which this was the first; the pass required 2 mInutes 28

seconds.

9.2.1.6 Sixth Example

Figure 9-'6 shows a layout generated for the items on Page 3 of the

Boston Globe on January 6, 1978. In an actual layout, lines would be Inserted

to better isolate the Patriarca picture from the story beneath it. This layout

was produced in 1 minute 52 seconds of CPU time. In all, two layouts were

produced in one pass of the layout algorithm, of which this was the first; the

pass required 2 minutes 7 seconds.
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Figure 9-6.I Layout for Sixth Boston Globe Example.
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9.2.2 Tech Talk Examples

This section shows layouts generated for Page 8 of the February 9, 1977
edition of Tech Talk, an M.I.T. administrative newspaper. The layout originally
used by Tech Talk is shown in Figure I-1 in Appendix 1. The same news items,
as defined by Table 5-1 in Chapter 5, were laid out in a number of different
ways to illustrate the variety of layouts possible.

Figures 9-7 and 9-8 show two different layouts for the news items.
These layouts were produced in separate passes of the layout program.
Figures 9-9 and 9-10 show examples of layouts in non-rectangular newsholes.

9.3 Summary

This chapter has presented examples of the class of layouts possible with

the layout algorithm presented in this thesis. The quality of the layouts

produced can be seen to compare favorably with the quality of layouts on
inside pages of typical newspapers. This is particularly impressive in light of
the fact that the numbers of items in many of the layout problems solved were
significantly greater then the number of items on a typical newspaper page.

- 138 - Example Layouts
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Katie Earnshaw Mixes MIT
Duties with Dancing Future

tnaaard Ithen asaler's rgres a ndarne
-t 6snan1r1cull. College in the
sumimer M I1, 11w eprogrami
rquir tT w Asummer- and onTe

ada yarofIra irungandastudy
Sha has omple-td two x-week
sumnmer seions. and hopis to
return for a full academic year in the
near future For each of the two
summers she studiedsat Connecticut,
she took a leave of absence from her
job. and. whenwce&ssary. a ntempu-
aray employee was hired to handle
day-to-day office work.

Her abaiaty Io combine study and

performance in dance ith a
fulaLime job has led Ms. Earnshaw
to behleve tha "there are ways of
working tithin the system at MIT to
accomplish your career goals. and DANCING A CHEERLEADits important for people to know thaI ensmble. hai's Kstherbea
hey can work someTlhing out

ER! ROUTINE i "Maaday Moing Qnaerback" art members of lhe Dane Circle
Ear-nbaw am the fa rLPg. Iphao by Gmr simis n

Es KAThiRiNi. SS. JONES.
$Sqff R I.,

Kafelan Eanahan U a profn
sonal disanr enanlladama mausleas.

degan paaama I Ca-nncunnll
Cller, and an admimstrative
aasLan the MIT hDepartental a
Ncler Enginsrmg

How don she marage to do so
much' She att ributes her sanss at
caming the demands of a dan
cers career with a full-time job to
thee ibitt of MIT and the support

ad har mnband and her supr-nor
She is married to Wallam Eareahaa.

a a-taral degree candidate in
biolig at MIT

Ms Eaa-nshabgan aaorkng a
MT mn:T7 as a clerk ir, nuclear

eangLeeng heaadquarters la- iam
#evimngs a wek she went to modern

dance caana When se leaaned ofa
anopporanity toStudy with dancer
choreographer Drody Hershkowiz
aIn e al of 175 sla thoualgtlala
would hae to qit hrjAb and work

part-time elsewhere. Her super-
visor, John Cochranes administra-
nve officr in the Dapurtment ofa
Nuclear Engineering, suggested
they rearange her schedule w ashe
would have time for daytime alases
Her schedule was adjusted and now
she has a clasls far days a wek with
Ms Hershkowiz plus one ballet
claaw with the Boston Repertory
Ballet

M. Earnshaw estimates that she
devotes nine to ten hors each week

in dancea-re when she s a-
brnrsisg for a publi perln-aaaa.
Slesend 35 hurnais a a sriisg
at iT

"I try to be sensitive to t
presures of my job shesaid. "Id
cancel a dance class if something
urgeid came up." AlLhough her
.shedlaisheclic.' i Im much happier
than I -as two year ago she said.

Her oider dance clas n in the
ad ad 17s were repertory alasaes
and Mnulled in the premiere of

idManday Morang Quarterback -An
Ahwnscan Dance Masapa i6n-' a

n ftr by Msa HaNissahkoni
peformnd ha Dance Circle on
Jananay 5-a" at theFit Cnger
gaaeal Cuach in Cabridge The i
dane was well received and highlya

aned Lo e Ban prassIs

bt ea ,Wrt ye by U talented
chegraper nrT e Laura Sba-
pir of the Bison G lmr sM

Faawa ( alt C-,t- a S-n

M rk t yaduea a nb seen

agan b a nader aaudbiand

Ti's requess nas be-a granled
Woaa islainag Qatrak

nilha peraorai Frdan throg
andau Febrary -t t Lahe Joy ad

MovesennentCar23ana lSt ,n
Warasan .Tarnc nelt c 1 and ae
availabe at the Joy o Movementa
Centers in Cambrdg and Water-

In addibasatoprformanes at ban
work, Ms. Earnsaw is working on a

a a apiece bith Christy Nichols,.

damne Leacerat Finet Manor Junior
College. to be performedarCh
5 and 2

Toxic Chemic
A symposium on the analysis - a

and ameamment of toxi chemicals s
In the envirnment wWl be held at th
MITFab.15.

The aairman of the symp- si
sium-which will begin at Bamn in t
Krnge Aditorium-is Professor ca
Boinald A. Hiles of the MIT Depart- foi
Mnt of Chemical Engineering.
Professor Hites has been involved e
in major rewsarch projects on the
application of analytical chemical 0
techniquesIn the solution of en- t

vironmental and energy-relaed a
problemsT

"Concern about toaa ic chemicals I
in Ut environment has nver been U
ighTr." Dr. Hite maid. b
"With increasing freqency, in-

disIral, ngovernmental and aca- P
demic laboratories are being A
caed upon to identify and quant- a
tale potentially Una chemicals n

Figure 9-7. First Tech Talk Example.

Summery

16 Named in Engineering School
The Followinag appointmens ar gram in Health Sciences and Tech pointed assistant professor in the aquatic and ter-resnal ecosystens

changes of appontments havs ban nology until July I. 9L Dr. Deen, Department of Chemical Engineer- and reaction-Transport dynanias in
announced in the School of Engi- who reeIved the &% degree in chem- ing untilJuly1, 19. Dr. Putnam re- living systems-
neeraaicaaaengineenngromColumbia U- ceived the HA in physicscumlaude, Dr. Derek Rowellc ahange of ap-

Department of Electrical Enga ersityin ana, and the MS and Phi) fromaDartmouth College in 1%9, the paintmen to assistant professor in
neering and Computer Science: degrees in chenical engineerng MS in chemicalrengineering from mechanical engineeringfromSpon-

Dr. Cyril Leung, apponted as from Stanfard UnavaraiLy in 19n and Case Western reserve UUversity in -ored Research Staff and lecturer in
assistant professor until July 1 an7a anl, was adjunct asststant professor tw and the PhD in chemical ecgi- mhanical engineering unil July I
Dr Leung; who received the H Sc n the departments Of medicine and neering irom Carnegie-Mellon Uni- 979. Dr. owell received lhs BE

EagaL Honours degree from Imper- physiology at the University of Cali versity in s 6. His research areas of degree in 1966 and the PhD degree in
ial College. London sscompleted his fornia, San Francisco, from January interest are interfacial phenomena, 970, both from the University of
doctorate at Stanford University, a5 until June f6- .Canterbury, Christchurch. New Zea-
where he was the 1975 King Gaerge Dr, John P Longwell, change O physicaladsorptions of gases, adhes- land. He is director of the Sensory
VI memorialfellow. in 1976 His re-- u ilmnto professor in the De ionand abheion, solid surface char- Aids Evaluation and Development
search intrestsnarnain the areas O parisant of Chemical Engineering: and atitn anu hramGdynasains Cntr at MIT.
communicationir, normation and u om Osiing professor, begimng . and atatisbacal mechanis - r. hindeik G. Slanen, appnin-
complexity theories- Jan. t1 nDr Longwel, lformerly Dr. Preeinder S. VA, appointed saent as visiting associate prnessor

Mr. Markus Zahn, appointed visit- seniors centific adviser in corpora te aociaate professor in the Depart-. in innncnial engiaar .- yunti Aug.
ing associate professor Sept. 1, 1977. and government research at Exxon- ment of Chemcal Engineering until 1. 197. Dr. Stassen, associate pro
Dr, Zahn, whoaaann instructor of Research and Engineering Co_ is a July .1aI . Dr, Virk, who received .i essorincontrol engineering-at Delft
electrical engineering at MIT from past prnident o the Combustion the Doctor.of Science degree from University of Technology,'The Neth
July 1%9 to July 19I. is associate Institute and a member of the Na- MIT in 19i. as an nassipstant profes- erlands, since 1968, specializein
professor in the Department of Eec ionaAcademy of Engineering. He sor of chemical engineering at MIT control engineering, Man-machine

- rical Engineering at the University received the S degree in mechani_ fromI tl-1971 and annassociate pro- systems and rehabditation of the
of Florida- Gainsvitle. cat engineering froml the.University fessor fron t971-72. Fromnn I until handicapped. He received The BSc

Department of Chemical Engi- orCalifornia in 19 tand the ScD in he returned to MIT he was a pro- degreein 1960, the MSc degree in
neering: chemical engineering rom-MIT in ressaroaschemicalengineeringatthe l9a and the Dr. of Technology

Dr. Widam M. Deen. appointad hi943Indian Institute of Technology in degree in I9O, allI from the Delft Uni-
assistant professor in the depart- Dr Fredrick A. Putnam, a p- Madras, India. He is a consultant for versity of Technology.
ment -and in the Harvard-MIT Pro rthe Process Industries Group at Dr. Nak-Ho-Sung, change of ap-

Stone & Welster Engineering Corp. pointment to assistant professor of
Department of Civil Engineering: mechanical engineering Fram re-
Dr. Oral Buyukozturk, appointed search associate and lecturer until

associate professor n civil engneer- . -.July t, 1970. Dr. Sung received ahe

a g W S ing until July 1.n1979. Dr. Buyukoz- BS in chemicalaengineerng from
- urk received the MS in - civil Seoul National University, KoEa, in
enganeenng, a 1963 from Technical L964, the MS in physical cherstry
University of stanbul, Turkey, the from the University of Chicago in

- MS in structural engineering from 1967 and the ScD in mechanicaIlengi-
- 3CornellUniversityin 1969 and the neering from MIT ina1972. He joined

PhD in structural engineering from . MiTin 1967 as a research assistantin
Cornell in 170. Dr. Buyukozturk the Fibers and Polymers Division offormerly was adjunct associate pro- . the mechanical engineering depart-

Sautfessor of engineering at Brown ment.
Unaiversity.

Department or Mecharucal Engi- Deparsent of Nuclear Engineer-

ntanang: ing-
DrD Adam C. Bell, change of ap- Dr. Mujid S. Kazimi, appointment

pointmen to associate professor as assistant professor in the Depart-
from visiting professor until July 1. ment of Nuclear Enginsaring unil

- 9. Dr. Bell, who received thde July 1, 179, Dr. Kazisi received he
BEng degree in I afrom Nova B:S. in.nuclear engineering from OwE
Scoha Technical College, halds Oe University of Alexandria in a. he

Some 1 5 peopLe signed up for he now MIT-Cmiabridge chapter O the SM, ME and ScD degrees from MIT. MS in nuclear eioneering in 1971
Amerian Aocnarlaln ad Rsotred Persons at ia organtlational meeng He became visiting associate pm from MIT and the PhD in nuclear e-

,atTinarsday in R m9-150. Bacs tor ele chng of ficers, the board of dIrec- fessor in mechancial engineering at gineering in a9M, also fron MIT.
tos ad the nominaling com lultev will be nlled to il who signed np MIT in September19l5 after being on From May 174 until comng to MI T
within akemisel week orltwo.aase eUglble to beloag fage 55 or oU dr swo the engineering and applied sciences he was associate nuclear engmneer,
did naslgn psaipuptthe eeting may do so by calling z3-791 4. faculty at the State University of . Department of Applied scence,

New York at Buffalo from Sep- Brookhaven National 1aboratory.
tember t-September 1975. His an fields of interest am nu-

Q a n nDt 1 Sr Peter W. Huber, change of ap clear reactor safety analysis, nu-als Sy m sLum February 15 paknlsmn to asiatant profeson'in claruerta uesign and .pmi
mechanical engineering f rom lec- Lion heat transfer and Puid inlaa-
turer until July 1, i78 Dr. Huber, ics in two-phase media and sCinLific

nir, water and products and to as- who received the SB and SM degrees advancement and technology transa-
e the toxic effects. if anya of most industries to identify chem- in I74 and the PhD in 1976, all from fer in developing cotunrie.
ee chemicals ' i cals in their wastewater do not de- MIT. has been a research assistant - Dr, Puthenvetil K. John, apjpoint.
"te obj tive of this y eat many potentially toxic ma- - and part-time teaching assistant at -ed as visiting associate prnofesin

iaum istosreview currentresearchh teiat. abans ias inc a panAma, i he Department of
chniques for he analysis of Reporting on a research project Dr. Alician V Quinlan, appoint. Nuclear Engineering. until July 1,
hemicals in the environment c that examined the wastewater at eat an Arthur [. Litt Assiaat nat. An assacia pnnfssr at
r the determination of the toxic two tire nanuiacturing plants, Professor of Environmental Sci. physics at the University of Western

Professor Hites said in the article ences and Engineering. Dr. Quinlan, Ontariosince l9, Dr. John received
ffets orlsuch compaunds that the use of gas chromato- who also is a Rockefeller Foundation
"Most of the emphasis will be on graphic mass spectrometry de- FellowinEnvironmentalAffairs and the BSCdegree from Kerala Univer-

arganic compounds in water and tected potentially toxic chemicals an assistant professor of mechanical sity, India, in 11, the MSc from
heir measurement by gas chrom-- several miles from where one engineering, received the SB in life Madras University in IMa and the
atographic mass spectrometry. plant's wastewater entered a sciences ininns fromMIT, theMSin PhD from Ohio State University in
rhse asn of cellular toxicology and ver. physical oceanography in 1970 from 190.
ndustrial epidemiology to asne a The symposium is sponsored by the InstituE of Marine Science.. Department of Ocean Enineering-
oxic effecta of chemicals also will theNational Science Fouodation' sUniverity of Alaskauand the PhD in Cmmdr. Clark Graham; change of
x reviewed ' Division of Advanced Environmen- environmental engineering in m75 appointment to adjunct professor
Professor Hies, an ataicle toI RearchandTechnology from MIT Her main fie d of from associate professor of ocean

ublished in a recent issue of nimtaoreenvironmental englnser . enginering unhl spit., In Dr
anlyticai Chernisty said the ing, element-cycle dynamics in

nethxda anrennhy employed by
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DAlACLG A CHEERLEADERS' ROUTINE b e"MAday Me-log Quarer ck re ssembers of the Dace Circle
masnlile. That's Katheere Earmak-mbas Le far righl. photbyesrves Sman

Katie Earnshaw Mixes MIT, Dancing
By KAMTAINE S.C JONES

Staff Writer choreographer." wrote Ldura Sha-
KateumsEarnis a r peoe piro of the Bossion Globe ls accompish your career goals, and

sionAdoncer ,enrolled in a master's Fangero u she nhieiaSeienc it'simportanit for people Lo know that
degree program al Csnneeticut Mnior scaled it a provocattv e theycan work somethingGut
Gorge. and an adminsatrativer wass-li ch deeram ishe seen
assistant in the MIT Department or again by a wider audience "
NackedeEngiceeseg.',' T e

No endsn she manage Ladonso Thu reqtet hat been graoted f
muc!Sheatibutshensucces at Monday Moroin Quarerback' 16 N am ed
combning the demands of a dan- sillTe performed Friday through The Folowing appointments or
cer scareer with a fkl-time jobto ndayebruay-a eoy changes of appointments have been

the fleibility of MIT and thesuppon Movement Center F23 Main St in canoced in the School of Engi-Watertov. Tickets cost 93 and are ane e in e tsa
of her husband and her supervisor. available at theJoyofMovemen D roroi nring

She is mamiedtosWi liamEarnshaw. Centers in Cambridge and Water- t aeeringaenompLecrSciece -

a doctoral degree candidate in town Sr Cyd Cemsge apinted as
biology at MIT. - - tnaddiiionwperfsrmanams in aots Dr Cyril Leung. appointed as

Ms Earnshaw began working at work. Ms Earnshaw is workingon a DrsLantg who reieived the 0 Sr
MIT in 113 as a cles- in nuclear new Piece with Christy Nichols. DEng wooo iidgrefed BIpeB -
engisereing headqueters. These ousderefrmIme-
csenigsa wee sheoentsntem.dern dance teacher at Pine Manor Junior ial College. Lsodon, completed his

dance classe. When she learned of College to.- be -performed March doctorate at Stanford University,
an opportunityrto study with da

1
cer, 25 and 26. where hewas the 1975 King George

cboreographer Dorothy Hershtbeitz Shebegan her dance career rather \l memorialre ow, in 16. H s re-

in the fa of 1n she thought she late. Her first dance lesson was at search interests are i the areas of
wsuldhaveto quit her toband work Colby Coltlegewhereshe earnedthe communication. information. and

BA degree in sociology in1972 Colby complexity Aeories
par-tie elsewhere Her super- did not have a dance program, but Mr Markus Zahn. appointed visit-
vtwr John Cochrane. admcastra- she took all the courses offered in ing associate professor Septor al-

ive officer in the Deparment of dance iLstorv. composition. and Dr. Zahn, who as an astructor of-
Nmclkr E dgwneerta suggested mrvsin- electrical engneering at MIT from
Nhy rearrange her scheduneso she imprasismon. July 1969 to July iO, is associate

-oukd have timelfordahime classes -Dancing wassomethingtialways professorin the Department of Elec-

Her schdeihleas adjusted and now wanted to do but it was always at the tricaltEngionering at the University
she has a cLass four days a week wit bacofmymind.she said ''Having of Florida. Grainstvie

Nts Herskowiu plus.one ballet started so late,r Mnow trying to Department of Chemical Engi-
class -ito te bosor epera- . make up for lst ime neering

Ba~ket Dr William M Deen. appointed

%b Earnshaa etimates that she Ms Earnshaw began working assistant professor in the depart-

-evotes rne to ten hours each week toward the master s degree in dance ment and in the Harvard-MIT Pro-
at Connecticut College in the gram inleath Sciences and Tech-

to daae-more w she ses re- summer of 1975 The program nology until July 1, 1979 Dr Deen.

hearsuig for a public performan-e requires two summers and one who received the S degree in chem.
9w spends 35 hours a week working academic year of training and study ical engineerng from Columbia Uru-
a MIT She has complened two six-weck versity in 1%9,andthe MS and PhD

summer swiOn, and hopes to degrees in chemical engineenng
"I try to be seeilive -to the returnifor a fIulacademic year in the from Stanford Urmersity in1971and

pressures of my job, she said. '1!d near future For each of the two 19i, was adjunct assistant profesor
cancel a dance class f something summers she studied at Connecicu. in the depasrmens of medicine and
urgent came up." Although her she took a leave of absence from her physiology a teiUversity of Cali-
shedule is hectic, "I'm much happier job. and, when necesary, a I empe- fiariaSan Francisco, frot January
than I was two years ago," she said. rary employee was hired to handle 75 until Juer 1976.

Her maderin dance classes tin the day-to-day office work. Dr. John P Longwell, change of
fall of 1976 were repertory clasr, appointment to professor in the Se-
and resulted in the premiere of Her ability to combine study and partment of Chemical Engineenng
"Monday Morniog Quarterhack (An prformance in dance with a from visitng professor. beginrisng
American Dance Masque 1976g" a full-time lob has ledMs. Earnshaw Jan. 1. in. Dr. Longwell. sformerly
neworkweetby Ms. Herhkowitz tohbeethtatheresaeaysof seniorscientific adviserincorporate

wok-icng witindthe systemaIto ndam- t ih E'

"" j
Sn i5 pemple sigend s lee the se- MIT-Cambridge bapier of she
Ameria. An a ele tRlResred Pee-ern at Us negneIssUmat teeag
Lat Tharoday he RS-Se. Rallat forelec'nlg tfficners, theboard tf drec-
ow tad the tetalietg nnmtomlme .1W be matted Ia O ss tlgned uP
tial S*e meatnwe uetwo. Thens elgible tobeing (age s oraldert wno
did notagg upat ae meeiag te y dome by callng si-71in

ana governmnent researcr aL ZXXOn
-Rtaarch and Engineering Co is a
past president of the Combustion
Ibtintute and a member of the Na-
bonal Academy of Engineering. He
received theESndegree in mechani-
cal engineeng from the University
of Califoria in 1940 and the ScD in
chemical engineering fro MIT in1943.

Dr. Frederick A Putnam. ap-
pointed assistant praessr in the
Department of Chemical Engineer-
ing until July 1, 1979. Dr. Putna m re-
ceived the BA in physics, cum laude,
fromiDartmouth College in 19N5. the
MS in chemical engiseering from
Case Western sesrve Unversisy in
1975 and the PhD in chemical engi-
neering from Carnegis-Mellon Ui-
vermilyiame Hisnrewarch arearof
iteset are interfacial ienomena

aiynslaltuiborptirsuiofgys arthe
imn and afluhirn, salidemurice char
actriZasisn and thermrdynamies
and .tattical mechams -a

Dr l'reeinder S Virk upprimiedt
asnciate iprofe r in the iepari
meet io ihemical Engineering until
July 1. 1979 Dr Virt who received
the DIo-tor if Sienc degree from

Toxic Chemicals Symposium
Planned For February 15

A sympeitim on the analysis effectsssl(such componls.
and assessment of toxic chemicals "Most of the emphasis will be on
in the environment will be held at organic compounds in water and
MIT Feb. 15. their measement by gas chrom-

The chairman of the sysspo- atographic mass spectrometry.
siumr-which will begin atS am in The use of cellular toxicology and
Kresge Auditorium-is Professor industrial epidemiology to assew
Ronald A. Hiues of the MIT Depart- toxic effects of chemicals also will
ment ol Chemical Engineering, bereviewed"
Professor Mites has been involved Professor Hite, in an article
in major research projects on the published in a recent issue o
application of analytical chemical Analytical Chemistry, said the
techniques to the solution of en- methods currently employed by
vironmental and energy-related most industries to identify chem-
problems. icaLs in their wastewater do not d-

Concern about toxic chemicals tect many potentially toxic ma-
in the environmenL has never been terias.
higher," Dr. Hites said. Reporting on a research project

"With increasing frequency, in- that examined the wastewater at
dustriat, governmental and aca- two Lire manufacturing plants.
demic laboratories are being Professor Hites said in the article
called upon to identify and quanti- that the use of gas chromato-
tate potentially toxic chemicals in graphic mass spectrometry de-
air, water and products and to as- tected potentially toxic chemicals
ess the toic effec, it any o -seeral miles from where one
these chemicals plant's wastewater entered a

The objective of this sympo- river.
sium is to review current research Tbe symposium is sponsored by
techniques for the analysis of the National Science Foundatisn's
chemicals in the environment and Division of Advanced Environmen--
for the determination of the toxic tal Research and Technology.

in Engineering School
MIT in Ls, was an assistantprofes-
sorof chemical engivncring at MIT met(as visitingassatprofec
from 1%6-197t and an associate pro in mechanical engineering until Aug.
en-or Irsmt19-r. Front1972 i til (I, 1 71. Dr. Stasen, associate pro-

he retssr to IlT he- r n a pro- lessr in control engineering at Delft
teirstvmeateonginerigaihe University olTechnology, The Neth-
Indiat testilseg r at hTeheolegyto elands since 1968. speializes in
MandiasrInsieTs a cnoslator oLml engineering ma-machine

dhe Peorsti nderies Group at systems and rehabilitation of the
Store& eser Engineering Corp. handicapped. He received the BSC

DeatetotCisilEngineeringr degree in 19, the MSC degree in
Dr.OSamt so Cyu lr Eappointed: 14 and the Dr. of Technology

Dr. ralBuyuoztrk apoited degre in 19, al from the Delft Uni-
assciate professor in civil engieer- eraity .of Technology.
ing until July 1, 19s. Dr. Buyukoz- er o Sung,
urk received the MS in civil Dr. a-HSe prchangeo

engineering in 1963 from Technical pimet to assistant pofesor o
University of Istanbul. Turkey, the mechanical engideengtre n-om-
MS in structural engineering from yeach asocite ad lectreu ntil
Cornell University in 19 and the July in1 9hemca sng reerie tohe
PhtDtinostrutucatenginecnngtfrom Bsnncheical engieeriig from5
Corn l in Jtru.r. nuyune uts r Seoul National University, Korea, in
lorrnalwaoadiuncrassociaiterk 19ub, the MS in physical chemintay

v engineeryng adc t s -- Ironthenuniversity of Chicago infesasor of engineering atBrown 1 and the ScD in mechanical engi-Univermiy.Ig ro MIT in 19. He joined
Department of Mechanical Engi- ei ro MI in tHassed

neering: MTinibersand mearchassDisootin
Dr. Adam C Bell, change of ap the Fibersand Polymers Diisas a

pointmeni to associaoteprofessor the mechanical egineeringd
from visiting professor until July 1, ment-

1979. Dr Bel, Who received the Department of Nuclear Engineer-
Eng degree in 163 from Nova ing:

Scotia Technical College, holds the Dr. Mujid S. Kazimi, appointment
SM. ME and ScD degrees from MIT as assistant professor in the Deparl.
He became visiting associate pro- met of Nuclear Engineering =IliI
essor in mechancial engineering at july Itntng.tDr. Kamiireceived the
MIT in September 1975 afterhbeing on B.S. in nuclear engineering from the
the engineeringand applied sciences University of AleXandriain 9. the
faculty at the State University of MS in nuclear engineering in 11t
Nec York at Buffalo from Se - fromMITandtthePhDin ncleaner-
ember io8-September1975. ,n ng in 173, also from MIT
D rPeter W Huber, change of ap- - FromMay 174 until coming to MIT

p sinrent to assistant professor in he was associate nuclear engineee.
mechanical engineering from lecD- epartment of Applied science,
turer until July 1. IM, Dr. Huber, Brookhaven National Laboratory.

who received the SB and SM degrees His mats fields of interest am nu-
in 194 and the PhD in 107, all from clear reactor safety analysis, nu-
MIT, has been a research assistant clear reactor design and optimia-
and part-time eaching assistant at tion-heat transfer and fluid mechtas-
the Institute since 19n. is in two-phase media and scieific

Dr. Alicisn V Quinlan, appoint- advancement and technology trase-
ment as Arthur D Little Assistant fer in developing countrse
Professor of Environmental Sci- Dr. Pthenveetil K. John, appoint-

ences and Engineering. Dr Quinlan. -d as visiting associate prsdmmir
whoalsois a Rockeeller Foundation part-time, in the Departene Of
Fellow in Envirnmental Affairs and Nuclear Engieering, untl July 1
an assistantiprofessoreofmechanical 17 An associate professor of
engineering. received the SB in life physics at the University of Western
sciences in 19 from MIT, the MS in Ontario since 19'n, Dr. John received
physical oceanography in 1970 from
the Institute of Marine Science, the BSc degree from Kerala Univer-
Unierity of Alaska, and the PhD in sity. India, in 1951, the MSc from
environmental engineering in 1075 Madras University in 19i5 and the
from MIT. Her main fields of PhD from Ohio State University in
interest arenvironmental engineer-
rag, element-cycle dynamics in Department of Ocean Eineering
aquatic ana terrestrial ecosystems Cmrmdr. Clark Graham, change of
and reavtion-tranpoirt dynamice in appoinnmen to adjunct professor
lisingsynlems from associate proema of ocean

toerrblir1 hioc. rhange ef up. egitinerin until Sept. ens. Dr
Prunlrnet 10 a4istan Proisor in rairq-4th.&ielmr-huni.e n hi anninareg from Spon Graham reretavd the 1st degree-rsfsiruchSiirrnde 
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Figure 9-8. Second Tech Talk Example.
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Figure 9-9. Third Tech Talk Example.
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Chapter 10 - Implementation Considerations

If the algorithms presented in this report were to be used in an operating

newspaper production environment, they would probably be implemented on a

relatively small computer system, such as. a minicomputer system, for reasons

of cost-effectiveness. There are special problems for such an implementation.

One problem is limited memory size. Many minicomputers have stringent

inherent limitations on the possible size of memory. Even when this is not the

case, the cost of the memory needed is an incentive to develop a space-

efficient implementation. Another problem is limited instruction set For

example, most minicomputers do not include a standard floating-point package;

this lack presents problems in the implementation of linear programming. Speed

of execution is another possible problem, depending on the exact minicomputer

to be used. This chapter examines each of these problems, and considers the

impact of each on software system development.

10.1 Memory Size

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the experimental implementation

made for the purpose of testing the algorithms in this thesis was programmed

on a large-scale computer. Because of the relative absence of memory

constraints, this implementation was able to be very inefficient in its use of

memory. For certain large layout problems, the data structures generated at

intermediate points required almost 100,000 36-bit words for their storage.

This amount can easily be decreased.

This section presents the major data bases used by the layout algorithms,

and considers how each may be implemented efficiently. Data storage is

expected to be the major factor in memory requirements for an implementation,

with program storage being less significant.
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10.1.1 Templates

In the experimental implementation, templates (and partial templates) were

represented as data structures containing over twenty separate elements.

Almost all of these elements, however, could be regenerated from a lesser

amount of basic information.

The least information necessary to represent a template is a history of

which items have been inserted, anOd where. This means a list of which news

items have been inserted, listed in the order of insertion, along with a

specification of the columns occupied by their tops. Additionally, it is necessary

to note for each item whether its top is or is not required to be at the same

height as the previous item's top, or at the same height as the top of a level,

and it is necessary to specify the set of story-picture formats chosen. If this

information is known, all other necessary data can be generated. In particular,

the matrix form of the template can be generated, and from It, the layout

equations.

As space permits, more data can be included in the representation of a

template, which, although redundant, will increase the speed efficiency of the

algorithm. In particular, state information concerning the template construction

can be helpful. In the partial template:

A B B B B C

D D D ---

where B is a picture, the next item inserted must begin in the fourth column,

and must be constrained to be at the same height as D. This fact can be

effectively encoded as a state variable. Other state variables might include the

set of news items remaining, their total area, the total area of the Items

already present in the partial template, and so forth.
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10.1.2 Tableaux

The linear programming tableaux can require a great amount of space for

their storage. A tableau is represented as a two-dimensional array of numbers,

where there is a row for each equation, and a column for each variable.' Of

course, it is necessary to provide space for only one tableau at a time. The

tableaux are not particularly sparse (i.e., most elements are non-zero,

especially toward the end of the solution of the linear programming problem),

so representation techniques for sparse arrays are not applicable here.

10.1.3 Possibility Lists

A possibility list can be used to store the set of possible moves based on

the set of current positions. One structure for the possibility list is shown in

Figure 10-1. Beneath each current position are listed the items which could be

inserted, and below each of the items is listed the set of possible moves which

could be made to insert that item. Each of the current positions should be

represented in the format for a partial template; this information need not be

repeated in the list of moves, leading to a space-efficient implementation which

current positions:

items:

moves:

Figure 10-1. Format of Possibility List.

1. And for each "slack variable", implicit in each inequality.
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is particularly desirable in light of the fact that there can be hundreds of moves

possible.

Each move should also be associated with its quality factor, as described In

Chapter 7. This factor can be used to control the selection of possible moves

in the following fashion, assuming that all factors are between 0 (the worst)

and 1 (the best).2 . When a set of moves is to be selected, a current position Is

chosen at random, then an item to be inserted into that position, then a move

inserting that item. When such a randomly determined move is reached, a

random number between 0 and 1 is generated, and compared to the quality

factor of the move. If the random number is less than or equal to the quality

factor, the move is removed from the tree and, if valid, inserted Into the set of

valid moves. If the random number is greater than the quality factor, the move

is left untouched. This method can be seen to tend to examine higher-quality

moves before lower-quality ones. It is superior to direct selection of moves

with the probability of selection of each move equal to its quality factor In that

it is unnecessary to compute and update aggregate probabilities for each of the

current positions and items.

A move which has been selected is removed from the possibility list so

that it will not be selected twice. A current position or an item for which

there are no possible moves remaining should also be removed.

In breadth-(N1 ,N2) search, once a valid move is selected, it is placed in a

set of valid moves, which will reach size N2. These moves can perhaps best

be represented in the partial template format, with their associated values of

the criterion function.

2. Although some moves may have a factor of 1, no moves should have a factor of 0,
since this will signify that the move is never to be chosen. Such a move should not be
placed in the possibility list initially.
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10.2 Instruction Set

Minicomputers typically have a moreftrnited repertoire of Instructions than
do larger computers. This limited instruction set is usually accompanied by a
smaller word size. In general, neither of these limitations should prove a real
problem. Most of the operations performed by the layout algorithm can be
represented by logical operations on small fields, with few arithmetic

operations required. The arithmetic operations which are needed are typically
simple, and no difficulty should be caused by the smaller word size.

The exception to the above is the simplex algorithm for linear programming.
The tableau will contain non-integral numerical values. If the machine being
used- has floating-point operations, then the floating-point number format can
be used for these values. Experience shows that a floating-point number

format with a 27-bit mantissa presents no real problems with the accumulation
of round-off and truncation errors during linear programming. This should also

be the case with a slightly smaller mantissa.

If floating-point operations are not present, they could be simulated

through the use of software routines. It is probably more efficient, though, to
implement routines for rational arithmetic, in which each number is represented

in the form a/b, where a and b are integers. Assuming that rational numbers

are always represented in reduced form -(i.e., where a and b have a greatest

common denominator of 1), the sizes of a and b should remain sufficiently small
to be stored as 16-bit numbers. In particular, denominators seem to stay

below 10 in value, assuming a six-column page. Numerators can-be higher,

especially when representing valves of variables, which are measured in the
relatively small units of column-points. If they are measured in larger units,
this can cause the sizes of the numerators to shrink, possibly accompanied by

some growth in the size of the denominators.
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It is also possible, of course, to store numbers in a fixed-point format. It is

not known what particular problems this might cause, but it is suspected that

this might lower the accuracy of the numerical operations.

When numerical values are obtained by linear programming, these results,

representing some number of points of height, might be fractional. In general,

replacing these values by the next higher integral number of points is

appropriate.

10.3 Speed of Execution

As was described in the last chapter, the test implementation was able to

achieve a reasonable speed of execution, taking only a few minutes to solve

large layout problems. It is believed that this speed can be improved upon in a

production implementation.

The test implementation was written in Lisp, and run on a computer with

only a 300,000 instruction-per-second execution rate. This basic rate can be

greatly surpassed by modern minicomputers. Moreover, hand-coding of the

layout procedures can produce a further improvement in their speed.

Monitoring of the test implementation shows that the majority of time is

spent in generating possibility lists and in linear programming. Special attention

should be paid to these sections.

One cause of the large amount of time spent in generating possibility lists

is the large number of possible moves that must be enumerated. Not all of the

possibility list, however, will typically be examined once it has been generated.

A more time-efficient implementation would be to have the possibility list

generated incrementally, while it is being examined. In other words, only a

skeleton of the possibility list is generated initially; the set of moves for a

given current position and a given item to be inserted is generated the first
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time that pair is selected. In cases where the number of such pairs possible Is

greater than the number that will be considered, such incremental generation

can result in significant time savings, by generating only that part of the

possibility list that is actually needed. Further compartmentalization of moves

in the possibility list can result in further efficiency gains. It should be kept in

mind, though, that changes in the structure of the possibility list might lead to

undesirable biases in move selection.

Of course, the amount of time used to generate a single move should also

be kept as small as possible. One way of doing this, as mentioned above, is to

include redundant data in the representation of a template, trading off space

efficiency for time efficiency.

The speed of linear programming can be improved through the use of

careful coding techniques. It will be slower, however, if software simulation of

arithmetic is necessary.

10.4 Summary

Special care must be taken when implementing the layout algorithms

described in this report on a minicomputer system, because of the limitations of

such machines. Consideration of these limitations can lead to implementations

for which the first consideration is space efficiency, but where the time

efficiency is also adequate.
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Chapter 11 -.Open Problems

There exist certain open research problems relating to the news layout

procedures outlined in this report. Before these procedures can be

implemented and used in a production environment, these problems must be
considered and resolved. They relate both to understanding more fully the

layout algorithms developed in this thesis, and to evaluating the utility of

possible additions to the basic approach.

As was stated in the last chapter, production versions of the news layout

program will probably be implemented on relatively small computer systems.

Such systems, however, are seldom the best choice for basic development

work. To the extent that these unresolved research problems deal with the

layout algorithms themselves, independent of the particular implementation, this

work can be performed on a large-scale computer system offering a wide range

of program-development tools. Once the complete details of the layout

algorithms to be used have been determined, these algorithms should be

transferrable to the desired target computer system without creating any

significant problems of a research nature.

This chapter presents a number of known research problems which should

be considered. It begins with problems pertaining to features of the layout

program described in this report, and leads into problems related to possible

additional features.

11.1 Biases in Move Selection.

Any particular method of move selection is based on some particular bias.

Any such bias will have an effect on the relative probabilities of selection of

the various possible final layouts. For example, in the experimental

implementation, for the Tech Talk layout example presented In Chapter 5, the
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probability of selection of the final template:

E E E S S

E EFODD

E A A DOD

is 0.14, while the probability of selection of;

00 D D D

D E E E E

A A E E E

A A S S S

is only 0.00089, assuming a totally random breadth-1 search. This is primarily

because the partial template;

E E E- -

has far fewer possible next-moves than the partial template:

D D D D 0

since the top row must be filled in in the first case, meaning that each

individual next-move has a greater chance of being selected. A basis is

needed for understanding which move-selection method produces the "best"

results.

11.2 Tuning

An implementation of the layout algorithm will include many parameters

which can take on various values. It has been shown that the particular values

used for these variables can have significant impact on system efficiency. A

process of tuning is necessary to achieve appropriate values for these
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parameters. Since each layout problem is different, it seems unlikely that

perfectly optimum values could be determined, although certain uniformly good

values might exist. More research is necessary to better understand this

process.

One possibility in some cases is automatic tuning. This would have the

system itself automatically adjust the parameters as necessary. For example, if

multiple passes through the layout tree were necessary for a particular layout

problem, the breadth of search could be increased on each pass in recognition

of the apparent difficulty of the problem. Similarly, it might be possible to

automatically tune the weights of the esthetic rules, based on feedback from

the layout person on the esthetic quality of the layouts produced.

11.3 Internal Story Formats

There are more possible elements to a story than have been considered in

this research; hence, it must be determined how the additional elements affect

the generation of layout equations. These elements include secondary

headlines. (kickers), boxed exerpts .(sandwiches), and so forth. All such story

elements should be considered, and a disposition determined for each.

Stories with more than one picture present a problem. Experience shows

that a small number of possible story-picture formats is sufficient for stories

with only one picture. (In this way, the set of possible story-picture formats

acts like the template library proposed by Kan, discussed in Appendix IV,

except on a smaller scale; only three or four formats are needed.) For stories

with more than one picture, it is expected that this number would have to be

much larger, causing a vast increase in the number of possible moves when

such stories are inserted. Instead, it is proposed that a set of appropriate

formats be specified by the layout person for every story with more than one

picture. This is particularly reasonable in light of the fact that the proportion
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of such stories is small.

In this case, and in the case when unusual story formats are desired, the

layout person will have to provide a format to be used by the layout program.

It would be desirable to have a very powerful general means for doing this,
whereby even unusual formats could be described and used.

One partial alternative to the use of internal formats for generating layout
equations might be to represent all item components directly in the matrix form
of the template. Coupled with the use of asynchronous layout, it might be
possible for such a representation to be no less general than the

representation scheme used in this thesis.

11.4 Unusual Item Shapes

Chapter 3 presents a template grammar which, it is believed, is the
simplest such grammar which does a good job of representing the set of legal

templates. However, it will not necessarily describe the exact set of legal

templates for any particular newspaper. If desired, the rules can be changed to
reflect the local conditions at the newspaper. On the other hand, since the
rules given in Chapter 3 lead to such a simple generative grammar, it might be

more reasonable to leave these rules as they are.

As a example of a possible change to the template grammar, the template
shown in Figure 11-1 contains an item of illegal shape. It is believed that in

most newspapers such shapes are used only for the sake of expediency, and

are not as desirable as shapes considered legal in this thesis. (On the other
hand, the New York Times uses items of such a shape often.) Similarly, item
shapes such as the illegal one in Figure 11-2 are used in some newspapers.

If the generative grammar were to expanded to allow these shapes by
permitting a growth in the width of an item after its top has been inserted Into
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Figure 11-1. Example of Template with Item of Unusual Shape.

Figure 11-2. Example of Template with Item of Unusual Shape.

the template, this would have an undesirable effect on the partial layout

equations. For instance, it would be impossible to determine what part of a

partial template would be available to hold the incomplete items.

11.5 Variable-Width Columns

Most newspapers have a nominal six-column or eight-column structure. In

many cases, though, the sizes of ads sold do not conform directly to the chosen

structure. In such cases, various column sizes must be used, sometimes on the

same page, as shown in Figure 11-3. Variable-width columns can also be

forced by pictures of odd width, or may even be used voluntarily.

It is expected that achieving layouts with variable-width columns might

prove difficult within the framework provided in this thesis. It is difficult to

see how the definition of a widened template might be appropriately changed.

It would also be necessary for the layout program to do some amount of
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Figure 11-3. Variable-Width Columns.

planning ahead to anticipate transitions between the column widths. On the

other hand, such layouts are often ugly, and are not strictly necessary, as

evidenced by the New York Times, which entirely avoids them in its news

sections. It might be more reasonable at least to decrease the need for such

layouts.

11.6 Item Clustering

If related items are to appear on the same page, they should be adjacent

to each other. One way to achieve this might be by means of an esthetic rule,

as discussed in Chapter 7. Such a rule could not guarantee that related items

would be clustered properly, but could only penalize those temp lates that

failed to comply. It is expected that such an approach might prove very

difficult to control.

Another approach might be to note that the overall shape of such a cluster

is typically the same as a legal shape for a single item. Thus, the "top" of the
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cluster could be inserted into the template, the appropriate items Inserted

underneath it in following steps, and then the rest of the items inserted. This

procedure assumes the use of asynchronous top-down layout, of course. More

restrictive partial layout equations could be generated at intermediate points in

this process, since it would be known that the items in the cluster could be

inserted only under the cluster top.

11.7 Outside-in Layout

As was shown in Chapter 5, top-down layout is superior to bottom-up

layout. A combination of the two might prove superior to either. Such a

scheme can be called outside-in layout, because it inserts items both top-down

and bottom-up, working both ends against the middle. The use of top-down

layout alone, for example, is unlikely to produce layouts with a large item at

the very bottom of the page, but such layouts are often used in actual

newspapers.

The problem with such an approach would be to tune it properly. For

example, we know that top-down layout alone is better than bottom-up layout,

which suggests that relatively more items should be inserted from the top of

the page than from the bottom. What proportion of items placed from the

bottom of the page will result in the greatest improvement over basic

top-down layout, if any, is not known.

11.8 Incremental Story Assignment

The number of dead ends increases dramatically toward the bottom of the

layout tree. This is partially because' the set of items remaining to be inserted

into the template becomes much smaller, allowing less flexibility in move

selection. it has been assumed in this thesis that a story-assignment phase
provides the layout program with the exact set of items which are to appear
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on the given page. An alternative would be to provide a larger set of items

than will fit, allowing the layout program some discretion in choosing which

items to place. In practice, this will increase the number of possible moves,

decreasing the probability of dead ends. Of course, the definition of a final

position would have to be changed to be that of a position where enough of

the items have been inserted, measured by comparing the sum of their areas to

some threshold value. Note that, in this scheme, valid final positions might have

descendants.

A basic version of this approach has been implemented and seems to work

well. It requires that story assignment be executed incrementally, since it is

not until the page has been finally laid out that it is known wICA .h items will be

available for the remaining pages. This might require a number of subsidiary

changes in the organization of story assignment.

This incremental story-assignment approach seems particularly applicable

to pages containing stories that might be jumped to some other page. In the

non-incremental version, it is necessary to pick for each such story some

arbitrary fraction to be laid out on the given page, with the rest then being

assigned to following pages. With incremental story assignment, it is possible

to allow more of a choice for the layout program. This means that the layout

equations can be very loose in stating the minimum and maximum amounts of

each story that will appear on the page, increasing the ease of layout.

Unfortunately, this seems to mean that virtually any generated template will be

valid, possibly leading to ugly random layouts. On the other hand, since pages

containing such stories, such as the first page, would tend to be laid out by

hand anyway, this ability might not be necessary. This topic should be

considered further.
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11.9 Planning

The layout algorithm presented in this thesis makes no real effort to plan

ahead when constructing a template, due primarily to the use of the layout tree

as its conceptualization of the layout game. A similar lack of planning has been

obserVed in chess-playing programs. An opposite approach would be an

algorithm which began by making an overall plan for how it would go about

producing the template, modifying the plan as it encountered problems.

Although this extreme is probably unrealizable given the current understanding

of the problem, perhaps certain aspects of it could be incorporated into the

layout algorithm.

11.10 Criticism

Some of the layouts produced by the layout program will be unacceptable

to the layout person. In certain cases it might be possible for the layout

person to determine the reason for the unacceptability of the layout It would

be desirable if such reasons could be communicated to the layout program, and

if the program could then produce a similar layout without the offending

feature.

11.11 Human Interface

Any production implementation of the layout program will have to pay

particular attention to the human interface to be provided for the layout

person. The current view of the interface is as follows.

We assume that the layout person is seated at a display console. For each

page, the layout person is presented with a list of the news Items to be placed

on that page, and can override the choice manually if desired. (in general, it is

desirable for the layout person to be able to override any system decision;.on

the other hand, the number of points where it is necessary for the layout
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person to make decisions for the layout program should be kept as small as

possible.)

For each of the items, it will be possible to specify certain constraints,

such as a fixed headline or set of headlines, fixed format or set of formats, and

so forth. If these constraints are not explicitly stated, default values will be

assumed, such as a set of possible headline widths and heights based on the

size of the story. As noted above, although a set of default formats can easily

be provided for stories with one picture, this will probably be less reasonable

for stories with more than one picture.

The layout person will then be allowed to pre-place some items in the

template, if desired. This might be restricted to placing items either at the top

of the template or at the bottom, as opposed to starting in the middle. If

desired, the layout person can construct the entire template manually. If not,

the layout program will generate one or more itself.

During the operation of the layout program, there is not much information

that can reasonably be displayed. In breadth-(N,N2) layout, the current state

includes N, current positions and N2 moves based on them. This is too much

information to be absorbed by the layout person in the short amount of time

during which it will be applicable. Instead, it is suggested that various

indications of system operation be displayed, such as the amount of time spent

on the page so far, the number of passes through the layout tree, the depth of

the current ply, how many moves were examined at each ply, and so forth.

The information provided should be sufficient to enable the layout person to

decide how well the page layout is proceeding, and to vary the appropriate

system parameters if necessary.

At any intermediate point, the layout person can halt the layout program

and supply a template manually, or modify the input to the program, such as the
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set of items to be laid out, and try again.

The layout person will be shown each layout produced, and will be allowed

to decide whether it should be accepted or whether more layouts should be

generated. It will also be possible to return to a previous layout.

After a layout has been produced, it will be displayed. This will be a

skeleton layout. It will still be necessary to determine a number of details,

such as writing remaining headlines, deciding on headline typefaces, drawing

lines around items, and so forth. It will also be possible to modify the numerical

component of the layout at this stage, if desired.

11.12 Summary

There are a number of remaining research problems associated with the

approach to computerized news layout presented in this thesis. Any potential

implementor should consider these before finalizing the system design.
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Chapter 12 - Conclusions

The conclusion to be presented here is that an approach to the problem of

news layout based on the incremental generation of templates is feasible. As

shown in Chapter 9, the algorithms developed are capable of laying out news

pages in actual newspapers, and of producing layouts of quality comparable to

layouts produced by hand. Although much developmental work remains to be.

done before the results can be applied operationally, the basic approach has

been demonstrated to be sound, and it is believed that there are no significant

obstacles to its ultimate use in a newspaper environment. The ability to lay

out many newspaper pages by computer should provide an important dimunition

in the amount of time and effort required for a newspaper offK', to produce an

edition.
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Appendix I - Human Layout Methods

1. Background

One approach to the construction of a computerized news-layout system

might be to discover how humans solve the problem. In the past, when layout

persons have been asked to explain their "algorithms", they have been unable

to do so. This appendix presents a series of experiments which examine the

performance of a layout person when solving layout problems.

2. The Experiments

In these experiments, an experienced layout person from The Tech, a

student newspaper at M.I.T., was presented with a set of layout problems

based on layouts taken from Tech Talk, an M.I.T. administrative newspaper.

Both newspapers are tabloid-size, five columns wide and 16 inches tall. The

layout person was asked to verbalize her thought processes as she laid out the

pages.

2.1 The First Experiment-

In this experiment, the news items shown in Figure 1-1 were to be laid out.

This is Page 8 of the February 9, 1977 issue of Tech Talk. The original Tech

Talk layout was provided only to allow the layout person to acquire a feel for

the relative sizes of the news items; numerical size measurements were also

provided. The following is an edited transcript of the layout person's

commentary.

"One thing I could try would be putting.... I could either put the [Dancing]

picture in the upper-right corner with the headline running above it, or having

the headline just a little... For the time being, I'll leave the headline the same
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Figure I-1. News Items for First Experiment.
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as they, and.... Well, all right, I'll assume half an inch [f or the headline} Try

putting the headline across 5 columns with the picture 3 1/4 inches deep,

three columns. Well, just so it's even, 171 make it [the picture] a little bit

bigger. That's 3 1/3, with two lines underneath, so that's about a third of an

inch. And the story is 15 1/2. So I can run it in these two columns [see

Figure I-2].

"And I can either run it [the text].... I could run it under the picture, so

that it's even, and then have another.... I could try a five-column headline [for

the Engineering story] since the story's so long. All right,17l try that [see

Figure 1-3].

"That's a little more than half an inch [for the Engineering headline. I think

I'll try putting the AARP picture down here for balance, I guess.... The lower

Figure 1-2. Partial Layout for First Experiment.
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Figure 1-3. Partial Layout for First Experiment.

left-hand corner....

cutline [see Figure

So that's 2 3/4 inches high plus about an inch or so of

1-4].

"And if( run this headline across 5 columns.... All right, so that means if I

put the Symposium story down here, everything should work out [see Figure

1-5.

"That's one possibility. I'm not saying it's the best layout, but at least It

gets the headlines apart from each other."

The elapsed time for this experiment was 4 minutes 50 seconds.

D A N C I N 4
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Figure 1-4. Partial Layout for First Experiment.

Figure 1-5. Final Layout

_DAJCI1N4
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for First Experiment.
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2.2 The Second Experiment

In this experiment, the layout person was to lay out the news Items shown

in Figure 1-6. This is Page 5 of the February 9, 1977 issue of Tech Talk.

"I think I'll try to get rid of this big blotch here [the Energy jump] for one

thing, since the.... I could try to put the Energy jump lower down, and put some

stories that are starting here on the top. So, let's see. Well, the longest one

is Media, so I guess I/l try putting that at the top, moving over 3 columns, I

guess. If I spread it over 5 columns.... Well, I think I'W try keeping the picture

in the upper right corner: that's the Edgerton picture that doesn't go with

anything [see Figure 1-7].

"So that's 3 inches of picture and about 2 inches of cutline, and run the

Media story in the upper left [see Figure 1-8}

"I think ll try to run a story in 3 columns underneath the picture, and have

the copy of Media in the first two columns [see Figure 1-9].

"Okay, three short stories and one long one are left. I could put a story In

here [under Edgerton], say... That's a little too big for any of these stories.

"I'm thinking of maybe putting the... That picture could get a little bigger.

Let's see. That would come down half an inch, and then I would have about a

5-inch story [under Edgerton]. Booklet... It's probably a stupid place to put it,

since Booklet can't be very important Oh well, nothing looks terribly important

All right, Il try putting ... [see Figure -10].

"Now, I could either have a five-column headline [for the Energy jump], or

... or I could run it in 3 columns and put the graphic in [to the right of the

headline]. I don't really like this. It's working out so I can either... I could put

the chart on one side here [on the left], and the headline here [on the right],

Human Layout Methods - 167 -
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dec-b K-enned. and Johnson thraugh Deparrrmeni if Physical Plant com- eurnhom They certainly were Ford won in California but it didn't
:VA Sr Neustadt hnn ise .enor ed as menrs hese utstanding efforls to influential They probably marginal- help him get elected. think things

rs nsul!nt to the Bureau of tho: nsuenrsourcen and urges con- N coniributed to Carter demon- are rapidly changing: 1 sen the
hudgdt Sart and iefene Depart. n viAncisi 'pprt hesaid strating himself as a credible nationalization, of political effects

program of the Agenda 76 dis- ments and the Atomic-KnergyiCon
cussion senies on Wednesdas. Feb mission
16. at 5 pm in the Millikan Room
E5s82 From 19m5-5. Dr Neustadt was
Best known for his books. Pres. associaic dean of the John F itz-

derioal Power Ino and Alliance gerald Kennedy School of Govern--
Polities 1970'. Dr. Neustadt recent- ment at Harvard and served as
i- served as a consultart to the founding director of the Schoolis

Carter-Mondale transition group. Institute of Politics from 15 lie
Dr. Neustadt has been closeis received the AB degree from the

associated with the wokings of the Universily of California at berkeley

federal government for the past in 1939. and the MA. 1941. and PhD.
thiry years A member of the White 1951. degrees from Harvard Uni-
House staff from i950-53.he became versity.
consultant to the Senate Subcommit. The discussion series is sponsored
tee an National Security Staffing and by the MIT Department of Political

Operations in t959 In 1960 he served Seience to promote an exchange on
as special consultant to President- the critical issues facing the US.
elect Kennedy and became a con- Sessions are open to the community
sultant to the President in 1t61l con- and include a question and answer

inuing in this position under Presi- period and group discussion

Sobieszek to Discuss Photo Images
Robert A. Sobiesnek will give a has assisted in organizing exhibi-

lecturee 'The Composite Image: tions at The Philadelphia Museum
Photo Montage 1tSS-1935' at OpM of Art, The Museum o Modern Art.
on Wednesday. February 9. in and the Oakland Museum Recent-
Jewett Arts Cender at Wellesley ly he directed the exhibit. "Albert
College - Sands Southworth and Josiah

The lecture, jointly sponsored by Johnson Hawes: American Ia
the Wellesley College Art-Depart- guerreotypists." funded by a grant
ment and the MIT Creative Pho from the National Endowment for
tography Laboratory.- is open to the Arits and designed as the muse
the public free of charge. um's contribution to the nalon's

Mr obieszek is associate kiceeienral celebration
curator and director of the Re- Mr Shoieszek is assistant pro
search Center of the Internatiscal fessor (f art history at the Uni-
Museum nof Photography at George Versty of Rochesterand on the edi-
Eastman House in Ruchmter. NY torial board of Image, a quarterly
He joined the Eastman House staff journal. He has contributed to sev
in 1M to assist in orgnizing its eral books and portfolios, and his
photographic collections, articles have appeared in such

He has been responsible for sev- professional journals a A SAm
eral exhibitions at the Interna- Aperture, ArtinAmerica and Con-
tional Museum olPhotographyand temporaryPhotographer

Booklet Includes
MIT Women

Thoughts of five present or lrm-
er MIT women are included in
"Space for Women: Perspectives
on Careers in Science. a new
booklet just published by the Har-
vard-Smilhsonian Center for
Astrophysics in Cambridge,

MIT was represented by Tanya
Atwater, assistant professor of
marine geology is the Department

of Earth and Planetary Sciences;
Alice d'Entremont. '60, an elec-
trical engineer at the Harvard Col-
lege Observatory ;Catherine AlH.
Mink. 74, a scientific programmer
at the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory: Judith Walzer.
director of women's education at
Hadcliffe College and former hum-
anities instructor at MIT. and Mar-
lene Williamson, a frrmer grad.
uate student in systems analysis
who is now a gcophysiscse at the
Smithsonman Astrophynmial Obser-
Vauiry

uTexi for theb klet was drawn
froem a sympncium addreswing the
satisfactions and difficulties en--
countmtred by women in traditiosal
male career ,heldi mcelebration
of the Internaonal Women'h
Year

Copires of he bookle t are avail-
able free of charge from the Publi-
cations Office, Center for Astro-
physics,s6 0Garden St., Cambridge,
Mass 0213, or by calling
495-7 461

Figure I-6. News Items for Second Experiment.
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The Second Experiment

Figure 1-7. Partial Layout for Second Experiment.

which would mean two three-column headlines right on top of each other, or I

could put the graphic over here [on the right, which would mean both pictures

on the same side of the page. Well, maybe /I try.... 11 try a five-column

headline, and 17l try putting.... I'l try putting the graphic in the lower left

corner [see Figure I-I].

"And that leaves two stories down here, and I can just run... Well, both of

them could be fairly small-point headlines, I guess. In fact, they can still be 24,

slightly less than 1/2 inch, say, and I guess I'Wl put the longer one on top, that's

Neudstadt, and that's ... [see Figure 1-121

"Down here, that's Sobieszek ... [see Figure 1-131

7 sort of changed their one-column thing. We [at The Tech] don't run too

ED4 T01
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Figure 1-8. Partial Layout for Second Experiment.

Figure 1-9. Partial Layout for Second Experiment.
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Figure I-i0. Partial Layout for Second Experiment.

Figure I-11. Partial Layout for Second Experiment.
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Figure 1-12. Partial Layout for Second Experiment.

Figure 1-13. Final Layout for Second Experiment.
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The Second Experiment

many one-column headlines, except on very tiny jumps."

The elapsed time for this experiment was 8 minutes 5 seconds.

2.3 The Third Experiment

In this experiment, the layout person was to lay out the same news items

as in the first experiment, was asked to find a better-looking layout than the

first one produced.

"Well, I guess with 31 inches of copy, there's not going to be much way to

break it up, very much. All right, I could try... Well, working from the bottomI

could put the AARP picture, sort of stick it in either the 2"d and 3,d or 3d an

4 h columns and run Engineering around it. want to keep Engineering in 5

columns, I think, because it'll spread it out more. So, okay, AARP is.... I'll try

putting it here in the 2"d and 3"6 columns [see Figure 1-141

Figure 1-14. Partial Layout for Third Experiment.

A A RlP
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"And just run Engineering around it [see Figure 1- 151

"And headline is about 1/2 inch. That takes up about half the page. That

still looks moderately ugly. All right, so, Symposium I could put... Symposium

takes up a total of about 5 inches over 2 columns. Let's see. I could keep the

Dancing picture in the upper right corner and put the Symposium story in 3

columns down here, and run copy underneath the picture, which is okay, or.... I

really can't put the Symposium story at the top, because then I'd end up with

something else underneath it, which would be ugly. So, I think I'll do that All

right, Symposium is ... [see Figure 1-16).

"And, see what happens with Dancing. I could either have the Dancing

picture in the upper right-hand corner with no headline above it, and have the

headline, say, 2 columns by 2 lines over here, or I could have the headline all

the way across. I think it would look better all the way across, with the

Figure 1-15. Partial Layout for Third Experiment.

A ARP
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Figure 1-16. Partial Layout for Third Experiment.

picture underneath it [see Figure 1-17].

"Well, the only problem with this is that there's not very much copy in-

between the... Once you put in the cutline, there's not very much copy in-

between these two stories, but it's almost an inch. I don't know, let's see. The

top of the page looks too crowded

"I could have tried putting Symposium down here at the bottom of the

page, below the Engineering story, instead Then I would have had two

pictures somehow on the top half of the page.

"If I run the [Dancing] headline in 2 columns here, that would have moved

the picture up a little bit, which would have separated it more from this block

over here.

"It's really hard to make 31 inches of copy look nice."

N 5N41 NJ aS R'lN 4
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Figure 1-17. Final Layout for Third Experiment.

The elapsed time for this experiment was 7 minutes 45 seconds.

3. Conclusions

It would seem that no significant layout rules can be extracted from the

performance of this layout person. For example, she works both top-down and

bottom-up, depending on the layout problem. As compared with the layout

procedure presented in this thesis, the layout person's method seems to be

based on her ability to plan ahead, to reason abstractly, and to understand the

consequences of her actions in terms of their effects on the possible

placements of the remaining items. Instead of working solely with local criteria,

she is able to understand the global impact of her decisions.

It should be noted that this layout person does not depend solely on an

innate reasoning ability, but also seems to use a number of learned rules, for

their esthetic effect. These rules would seem to be primarily of an esthetic

2DJL14CI N 5

E.N 6, 1 N E ECAl N G
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nature, and are goal-oriented. For example, she makes en effort to achieve

picture balance on the page. It should also be noted that the layouts she

produces can be identified as being more In the style of The Tech than the

style of Tech Talk (e.g., there are more five-column headlines in The Tech than

in Tech Talk, while Tech Talk uses more one-column headlines than The Tech).
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Appendix II - Theoretical Considerations

1. Computational Complexity

In a 1972 paper [Karp 72], Karp first identified the set of computationally

intractible problems now called the NP-complete problems. The best

algorithms .known for the solution of these combinatorial problems require an

amount of time that grows exponentially with the size of their input This

means that there exists some limit on the size of. the input, usually a small limit,

beyond which any such algorithm becomes impractical because of its

astronomical running times. Any NP-complete problem can be reduced to any

other in polynomial time, which is less than exponential time. Therefore, if any

of the NP-complete problems could be solved by some algorithm in less than

exponential time, then all of the NP-complete problems could, by first

transforming them to that problem and then solving them using the fast

algorithm. This consideration, combined with the large class of problems known

to be NP-complete, strongly suggests that it will never be possible to develop

an algorithm to solve any NP-complete problem in less than exponential time.

One of the problems shown NP-complete by Karp is the partition problem

In this problem, a set of positive integers is given, and the problem is to

determine whether the integers can be divided into two subsets whose sums

are equal. The best approach known for solving this problem relies basically

on generating and testing all possible partitions of the original set into, two

subsets.

We present the following theorems:



Computational Complexity

Theorem 1. The news layout problem is NP-complete.'

Proof. (This problem is obviously a member of the class of NP problems.)2

Consider an arbitrary instance of the partition problem; we transform it into an

instance of the news layout problem as follows. Each integer in the original set

becomes a picture, of height equal to that integer, and of width L The

newshole has height equal to half the sum of the set of integers, and width 2.

Obviously, any layout achieved for the transformed problem represents a

solution of the original partition problem. Since this transformation shown can

be performed in polynomial time (in particular, it can be done in. linear time),

this shows that the news layout problem is NP-complete.

Theorem 2. The problem of news layout with a known abstract template is

NP-complete. 3

Proof. (This problem is obviously a member of the class of NP problems.)

Consider an instance of the partition problem where there are n integers in the.

set. We transform the problem as in the previous proof. We also note that

there are only n-i distinct abstract templates which could possibly be

applicable to the layout problem, assuming asynchronous layout; these are the

abstract templates with two columns, having i items in the first column and n-I

items in the second, as i ranges from 1 to n-1. Since n-i is a polynomial

function of the size of the input, we see that the problem of news layout with

a known abstract template is NP-complete, since solving it n-i times would

suffice for solving the partition problem.

1. Actually, what is being proven NP-complete here is the problem of determining
whether any layout exists for a given layout problem; this is necessary because of the
"yes-no" nature of the class of NP-complete problems. Obviously, the problem of finding
some layout if !ayouts exist can be expected to be no easier than this problem.

2. Membership in the class of NP problems, also defined by Karp; is a precondition to
membership in the class of NP-complete problems.
3. That is, the problem of determining whether a given abstract template is valid for a

given layout problem is NP-complete.
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These results show that the news layout problem can be considered as

computationally intractible. The best known algorithm for solving the problem

depends on an exhaustive search of all possible concrete templates. This

algorithm is applicable up to about three news items, beyond which the amount

of time required is excessive.

One approach which is often used when dealing with computationally

intractible problems is to solve some different problem, related to the original

problem but computationally simpler. The approach taken in this thesis Is

simply to try to find some layouts based on the given layout problem. If

layouts are found, then that shows that layouts exist; if none are found, then

either none exist or the algorithm was unlucky. Also, instead of trying to find

the best of all possible layouts, the approach will be only to try to find good

layouts. For the mix of layout problems commonly found, this approach, as

incorporated into the layout algorithm presented in this thesis, seems adequate,

in that it will typically find some layouts in a reasonable amount of time.

2. Number of Templates

The number of possible templates is very large. To count their number, a

program has been written which generates all distinct legal synchronous

abstract templates. The templates generated are all reduced templates, in that

no column is identical with an adjacent column, nor any row with an adjacent

row. Table Il-I shows the number of possible templates for up to five items,

broken down by the number of items and by the number of columns in the

reduced template. As can be seen, the number of abstract templates grows

quite rapidly with the number of items. The number of concrete templates

grows even more rapidly. There are n! possible ways that an abstract

template with n items can be marked. The number of ways an abstract

template with i columns can be widened into a newshole with j columns is

C(j-1,i-1). The number of ways an abstract template can be fitted into a
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Table l-I. Number of Templates.

items = 1

columns = 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1

sum= 1

2

1
3
1

5
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3

1
12
29
24

7

4

1
42

280
716
874
519
121

Number of Templates

5

1
141

2.185
12163
33430
50978
44142
20382

3907

73 2553 167329

newshole depends on the shape of the template items, as well as on numerical

factors. It can easily be seen that exhaustive searching of all possible concrete

templates is generally impractical.

Figures 11-1 through 11-9 show the set of possible abstract templates for up

to three items, broken down by the number of template columns. It can be

seen that certain of these templates look noticably worse than others. The

best general rule that has been developed to explain this esthetic difference is

the convexity rule presented in Section 7.2; most of the worst-looking

templates violate the convexity rule. This rule, when incorporated into the

Figure II-1. All Possible One-Column Abstract Templates for One Item.

H

Figure 11-2. All Possible One-Column Abstract Templates for Two Items.
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LIE WH1 L
Figure 11-3. All Possible Two-Column Abstract Templates for Two Items.

Figure 11-4. A11 Possible Three-Column Abstract Templates for Two Items

Figure 11-5. Al Possible One-Column Abstract Templates for Three items.

Figure 11-5. All Possible Two-Column Abstract Templates for Three items.

layout program as an esthetic rule, helps the program to avoid the generation

of such templates.
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Figure 11-7. All Possible Three-Column Abstract Templates for Three Items.
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Figure 11-8. All Possible Four-Column Abstract Templates for Three Items.

KILl
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Figure Il-9. All Possible Five-Column Abstract Templates for Three Items.

3. Template Satisfiability

3.1 General Observations

Some templates are more easily satisfied than others. That is, the
probability that a given set of news items will satisfy the template is greater

for some templates than for others. We note, for example, that a template
such as the one shown in Figure 11-10 is applicable for any pair of stories,4

while a template such as the one shown in Figure 11-11 is applicable in fewer

Figure 11-10. Universally Applicable Template.

Figure l-1!. Less Applicable Template.

4. This section considers just the areas of stories, and ignores their internal structure. It
also ignores pictures. All templates considered in this section are abstract templates.
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cases, because column boundaries are discrete, leading to a limited number of

possible positions for the boundary between the two stories.

Figure 11-12 shows the set of item sizes which will satisfy the template in

Figure 11-11, based on a six-column page, assuming that the sum of the item

sizes must be at least 90% of the area of the rectangular newshole. Assuming

a uniform distribution of item sizes, there is a 26.3% probability that a random

pair of items obeying the overall size restriction will satisfy this template.

We can expect that the template shown in Figure 11-13 will have a higher

probability of satisying a given pair of items, since the item in the corner Is not

restricted to occupy all of the area in its columns. Figure 11-14 shows the set

of item sizes which satisfy this template. This template has a 87.7% probability

of being satisfied with an arbitrary marking. Similarly, the template In Figure

11- 15 has a 70.2% probability of being satisfied with an arbitrary marking.

3.2 Residue

It can be seen from these graphs that the probability of satisfaction of a

template grows less as the sum of the item sizes approaches the size of the

newshole, forcing the amount of residue to zero. For the template in Figure

Il-11, the probability of satisfaction drops to zero as the limit, while the

probability of satisfaction for the template in Figure 11-13 drops to 83.3%.

Conversely, the probability of satisfaction can be seen to grow monotonically as

the proportion- of residue grows.

This predicts that layout problems with a low proportion of residue will be

harder to lay out, since fewer templates will be satisfied by them, while layout

problems with a high proportion of residue will be easier to lay out.
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Figure 11-13. More Applicable Template.
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Figure 11-14. Item Sizes Satisfying Template.

Figure 11-15. Related Template.
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3.3 Columns

It can also be seen from these graphs that the probability of satisfaction of

an abstract template grows greater with' the number of columns on the page. If

the template in Figure 11-11 were to be laid out in a newshole with eight

columns, the probability of success would climb to 35.1%, an increase

proportional in this case to the increase in the number of columns.

A limiting case would exist if there were an infinite number of columns.

This would have the space in the newshole arbitrarily divisible in the horizontal

direction as well as the vertical. It is conjectured that it might be possible to

lay out any legal unwidened template in such a case.

3.4 Restrictions

It can be seen that placing restrictions on acceptable layouts decreases the

number of layouts possible. Consider, for example, the template in Figure

lI-11. Assuming the same conditions as before, if it is additionally required that

the maximum leading factor for either of -the stories be 10%, this decreases the

probability of satisfaction to 8.5%, as shown in Figure 11-16.

In general, reducing the proportion of valid templates canbe expected to

make layouts harder to find.
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Figure 11-lB. Item Sizes Satisfying Template with Leading Restriction.
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Appendix III - Comparison with Longtin's Work

1. Background

In his 1972 thesis [Longtin 72], Longtin presented an approach to news

layout in which layouts were to be built incrementally, as illustrated in Figure

ll-1. The insertion of an item could entail the modification of the placements of

the -previously inserted items, as necessary.

Implementations of Longtin's algorithm [Polansky 74] showed this approach

to be inadequate. Impasses in layout occurred very often, as illustrated in

Figure 111-2. Although the implementation included a number of heuristics to

Figure ll-1. Example of

A

111-2. Example of

Successful Layout with Longtin's Algorithm.

A AB

Unsuccessful Layout with Longtln's Algorithm.

A A

13

A

13

Figure
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modify the partial layouts to sidestep such situations, none were found that

were strong enough to allow the layout of more than about three items.

Beyond that point, no layout could typically be found because of the nearly

inevitable occurrence of dead ends.

2. Analysis

Longtin's approach and the approach taken in this thesis are similar, in that

they both involve the incremental placement of the items to be laid out The

difference lies in the fact that Longtin's approach was to build layouts

incrementally, while the approach in this thesis is to build templates

incrementally.

Implementations of Longtin's algorithm were attempted both for bottom-up

layout and for top-down layout. As was shown in Section 5.2.3, template

generation in the bottom-up case can be considered as being essentially the

same as layout generation, since the incremental solution of the layout

equations possible in bottom-up layout can be immediately applied to the

partial templates to produce partial layouts, which themselves grow

incrementally. Therefore, Longtin's approach and the approach in this thesis are

very similar .in the case of bottom-up layout. As was shown in Section 5.4,

however, bottom-up layout is inefficient for all but the smallest layout

problems, because of the high probability of dead ends. Longtin's algorithm,

upon encountering a dead end, would simply halt without producing a layout. In

this way, it resembles a breadth-1 search which is restricted to operate in only

one pass. As shown in Section 6.3, such a search has only a small probability

of success.

In the case of top-down layout, the methods are more dissimilar. Longtin's

method, since it produces layouts incrementally, must specify the exact shape

and dimensions of an item as soon as it-is inserted into the partial layout.
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Although these may be changed somewhat later, the inclusion of numerical

dimensions can overly restrict top-down layout, as shown In Section 5.3.3.

Since -the approach presented in this thesis is to generate templates

incrementally, where neither the shapes of items nor their actual dimensions

are determined until the information for doing so is available, it is more

successful in avoiding dead ends.

Longtin's algorithm does not seem to include the concept of a grammar

whereby legal item shapes can be distinguished from illegal ones. The

implementation of his approach tend to produce layouts with extremely bad

item shapes, especially in the top-down case.

As was noted, Longtin's algorithm restricted itself to finding a layout in one

pass, taking the perceived best move at each step. The approach in this thesis

allows for multiple passes through the layout tree, picking moves

probabilistically; this vastly increases the potential for successful layout
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Appendix IV - Comparison with Kan's Work

1. Background

In his 1976 thesis [Kan 76], Kan presented a different approach to news

layout, based on his concept of a template as an abstraction of a layout. The

problem of news layout was reduced to first finding an appropriate template,

and then producing a layout based on that template. Templates were to come

from a template library, a large stored collection of abstract templates. For a
given layout problem, the template library would be searched for templates

with the same configuration of stories, independent pictures, and dependent

pictures, and layouts would be attempted for those templates matching the

layout problem. The template library would be sufficiently large for there to

be a high probability, for an arbitrary layout problem, of producing a successful

layout from at least one template in the library.

2. An Experiment

The size needed for a template library is crucial in determining how

practical such an approach would be. Kan estimated that about 500 templates

would be needed, but admitted that this number was uncertain. To better

determine the size necessary for a template library, an experiment was

designed in which a small prototype template library with only a few dozen

abstract templates was to be implemented. Although the performance of this

small library would be expected to be less than the desired level, it was

believed that it would be possible, based on the performance level thereby
achieved, to estimate some lower bound on the template library size needed to

satisfy 95% of all layout problems, where 95% was chosen as a reasonable.

performance level for a template library. The difference between the number

of templates needed for 95% performance and the number needed, for example,
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for 90% performance can be expected to be less than a third.

In the implementation of, this experiment, the templates' in the library were

all based on layouts appearing on Page 3 of the daily edition of the Boston

Globe. This page was chosen because the layouts on the page are stylistically

consistent over time, making it an ideal candidate for use with a template

library. Additionally, Page 3 never contains jumps or ads, which could cause

experimental complications. Templates from 23 pages were used to form the

template library.

To test this template library, 23 layout problems based on the same 23

pages were used. Each layout problem was tried with each template, except,

of course, for the template that was used for its layout in the Globe, since such

a combination would be guaranteed to succeed. Of the 506 combinations

possible, 14 were found to have the same story-picture configuration in both

the layout problem and the template.2

In each layout problem for which a layout was attempted, the height of the

newshole was artificially set to make the space available be 1.05 times the

sum of the areas of the news items, to allow for experimental consistency. For

the 14 problem-template matches, no layouts were achieved. This suggests an

overall success rate of less than one success per 506 problem-templates,

which would require a template library of more than 1500 templates in order

to have a 95% success rate for layout problems.

1. The template representation scheme used in this thesis and that used by Kan are quite
dissimilar, because of their different intended uses. However, it is believed that the
scheme used in this implementation (basically supplying abstract templates asynchronous in
both the horizontal and vertical directions) can, if anything, surpass Kan's in its descriptive
power.
2. These matches were based on three equivalence classes: one of three pages each

having two stories with no pictures, two stories with one picture, and one independent
picture; one of three pages each having four stories with no pictures, one story with one
picture, and one independent picture; and one of two pages each having six stories with no
pictures, one story with one picture, and two independent pictures.
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The experiment was rerun with the space available equal to 1.10 times the

sum of the areas of the news items, with the expectation that this might

produce more layouts. In this case, there were layouts achieved for three of

the problem-template matches, suggesting a template library size of about 500,

as estimated by Kan.

3. Analysis

Obviously, these figures have a high degree of uncertainty, which could be

remedied by an increase in the experimental template library size. It was

decided, though, that a template library size sufficient to raise the number of

problem-template matches from the 14 achieved in this experiment to a more

significant number would be sufficiently great to represent a major undertaking.

It seems that it might be necessary for the experimental template library to

become fairly near the size needed for 95% performance for a meaningful

estimate of that size to be produced.

In the absence of hard quantative results, though, it is possible to argue

quantitatively against a template library approach. Consider a layout problem

with 7 stories and no pictures. There would be 7!, or 5040, possible ways to

mark each appropriate abstract -template from the template library in the

process of turning it into a concrete template;3 this is a large number of

concrete templates to test for validity. There are methods by which such tests

can be done more efficiently than on a simple one-by-one basis; these methods

reduce the number of individual tests somewhat, but the number of tests can

still be expected to grow exponentially with the number of items.

Such testing would have to be done, on the average, for many of the

3. Although Kan did not use the same distinction between abstract templates and concrete
templates as is used in this thesis, he did use a process of marking during layout using an
abstract template.
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templates for seven stories and no pictures before a layout would be achieved.

It seems likely that this number of templates would have to be greater than the

equivalent number for six stories and no pictures. This suggests that the

amount of time required might grow excessively great for complex layout

problems.

Moreover, there would have to be some set of templates stored for most

story-picture configurations possible. Since the number of configurations is

quite large, this suggests that the size of a template library might be

exceptionally great. On the other hand, of course, some configurations are

more probable than others. The most probable of all are those with a small

number of news items, such as are found on most inside pages. A template

library which was biased toward the simpler layout problems might be able to

achieve a high proportion of layouts, averaged over all of the pages in the

newspaper. The above arguments, though, cast doubt on its ability to handle

complex layout problems very rapidly or in very many cases.

It is believed that the layout algorithm given in this thesis will perform

better than a template-library scheme. The approach in this thesis does not

entail storing a large set of templates, since all possible templates can be

mechanically generated. While Kan was forced to use an exhaustive search

procedure to search through the set of appropriate abstract templates and to

determine whether a given abstract template could produce a layout, more

effective search procedures are possible in the framework given in this thesis.
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